Development Academy of the Philippines
2016 LIST OF PROGRAMS / PROJECTS
#

PROJECT TITLE

CLIENT

START

END

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1

INTRODUCTORY COURSE ON
PUBLIC=PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
(PPP)

PUBLIC SECTOR

03-Oct-16

15-Nov-16

The course is aimed at equipping LGUs with basic knowledge
on PPP, including the LGUs’ role and benefits, and the key
steps and standards of the PPP process.

2

SEMINAR-WORKSHOP ON
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENT UNITS (LGUS)

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
UNITS

28-Oct-16

30-Nov-16

The five-day live-out Seminar-Workshop is designed to enhance
the knowledge and skills of LGU officials and staff, particularly
the Local Chief Executive, Sanggunian Chair on Tourism,
Tourism Officer, Planning and Development Coordinator and
Staff, Investment Officer, and other tourism stakeholders in
developing their local tourism development plan.

3

VARIOUS LGUS - BASIC COURSE
ON CHILD RIGHTS RESPONSIVE
GOVERNANCE

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
UNITS

04-Jan-16

29-Feb-16

The Course is an offshoot of the previous projects implemented
by DAP for the Council for the Welfare of Children and the
United Nations Children's Fund on Child-Friendly Local
Governance. While this public offering course is still focused on
child rights, it makes use of a new design that centers more on
teaching LGUs and other stakeholders how to develop and
implement local projects for children.

4

PUBLIC SECTOR-COURSE ON
EFFECTIVE LOCAL LEGISLATION
FOR NEWLY ELECTED OFFICIALS

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Jul-16

31-Oct-16

The Effective Local Legislation (ELL) Course is a three-day liveout training that will equip local legislators with the essential
knowledge and skills to develop and promulgate relevant
ordinances and resolutions in order to propel the development
aspirations of their locality.

5

PUBLIC SECTOR-SEMINAR
WORKSHOP ON UPDATING
PROVINCIAL AND MUNICIPAL
REVENUE CODE

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Aug-16

15-Sep-16

The seminar-workshop aims to provide local government units
(LGUs) with a more strategic, holistic and systematic view of
their revenue generation and resource mobilization function to
enable the Local Finance Committee to review their existing
local revenue code; and come up with a draft updated local
revenue code that can readily be used for stakeholders'
consultation, and submitted for review and enactment of their
respective Sanggunian.

6

BASIC COURSE ON PROJECT
MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING
MANAGEMENT FOR THE BUREAU
OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FINANCE

7

DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE-BUREAU OF
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FINANCE

12-Jan-16

30-Apr-16

The Basic Course on Training Management is a two-day course
that will develop or enhance participants’ knowledge,
attitudes, and skills towards becoming effective BLGF Training
Managers.

STAKEHOLDER SATISFACTION
PHILIPPINE CROP
SURVEY FOR THE PHILIPPINE CROP INSURANCE
INSURANCE CORPORATION
CORPORATION

26-Sep-16

31-Mar-17

8

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF BUB FOR
BARANGAYS

DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

04-Jan-16

30-Jun-17

This project aims to generate feedback and measure the level
of satisfaction of the following stakeholders of the Philippine
Crop Insurance Corporation (PCIC) in terms of delivering its
services and fulfilling its mandates and functions.
The program aims to assist in establishing a system for selecting
priority barangays and implementing the "BUB for Barangays"
nationwide

9

BASIC PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT COURSE

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Aug-16

30-Sep-16

The Basic Project Management and Development Course
(BPMDC) is a five-day non-residential training course designed
to provide a comprehensive understanding of the concepts
and approaches on planning and management of
development programs and projects.

10

FORMULATING THE STRATEGIC
DEPARTMENT OF
PLAN OF THE BUREAU OF ANIMAL AGRICULTURE-BUREAU
INDUSTRY
OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

15-Oct-15

15-Mar-16

DAP proposes a technical assistance in formulating the
strategic plan of BAI which aims to enhance its strategic
management and planning process. This will help prepare BAI
embark on a journey towards quality and performance
excellence, as it pursues its mandate on the development and
expansion of the livestock and poultry industries; prevention,
control and eradication of animal diseases; governance of
livestock product flow; and, standards prescription for quality in
the manufacturing, importation, labeling, advertising,
distribution and sale of livestock, poultry and allied industries.

11

FORMULATING THE STRATEGIC
DEPARTMENT OF
PLAN OF THE BUREAU OF PLANT & AGRICULTURE-BUREAU
INDUSTRY
OF PLANT INDUSTRY

02-May-16

30-Jan-17

To continuously enhance its capacity to be more effective and
efficient in the delivery of its mandates, the BPI identified the
need to develop a medium-term strategic plan that will
describe where the organization is right now in terms of their
programs and interventions; where they want to go; and the
course of actions needed to guide them in defining their
strategic medium-term directions. Critical in developing a welldefined and evidence-based plan is to undertake a systematic
organizational assessment that would look into the various
organizational dimensions. This will allow the organization to
determine the appropriate strategies and responsive
interventions in addressing organizational issues and concerns
and help in the sustained enhancement of the agency’s
operations in order to deliver its products and/or services that
meet customer/client needs and requirements.

12

HECS-PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP
PROGRAM

COMMISSION ON
HIGHER EDUCATION

15-Aug-15

31-May-17

The HECS-Presidential Leadership Track serves as the continuing
professional development component of Professional
Advancement Program, geared towards incumbent SUC
leaders, ensuring that they are updated on current trends in
higher education while maintaining relevance in their
respective fields of expertise. It also provides SUC leaders a
venue to meet and share their ideas, experiences, and insights
with their peers.

13

TRAINING ON MANAGEMENT
REVIEW FOR THE BUREAU OF
INTERNAL REVENUE

DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE-BUREAU OF
INTERNAL REVENUE

19-Feb-16

30-Apr-16

The training aims to equip the participants from the
Management Division and other delivery units of the BIR with
additional knowledge and skills in conducting the
management review so it can strategically and appropriately
support the Office of the Commissioner in managing BIR
performance

14

ORGANIZATIONAL DIAGNOSIS OF DEPARTMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

16-Nov-15

15-Jun-16

The DFA recognized the need to develop a medium-term
strategic plan that will describe where the organization is right
now in terms of their programs and interventions, where they
want to go and the course of actions needed to guide them in
defining their strategic medium-term directions. But in order to
achieve this, the agency identified the need to undergo an
internal organizational diagnosis to determine internal capacity
and performance issues and gaps along key organizational
dimensions. This organizational diagnosis and environmental
scanning being conducted by its Foreign Service Institute (FSI)
will serve as inputs in the formulation of appropriate strategies
and activities that will be enshrined on its envisioned strategic
plan. In line with this, the Department has requested the
Development Academy of the Philippines to undertake an
assessment of its organizational performance and capacity to
perform and effectively deliver its mandate.

15

TRAINING FOR WORK STUDY ON
THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL
REVENUE REGISTRATION
PROCESSES WITH IMPLICATIONS
FOR ITS CITIZENS CHARTER

24-Feb-16

25-Jun-16

The project aims to build the capacity of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue to “conduct a work study; and analyze and use data
collected to revisit and/or comply with the service standards
(eg. processing time for registration related transactions)
specified in its citizen’s charter”. The project hopes to impart to
the targeted participants the skills needed to generate and
analyze data through work study whose results may serve as
inputs in the enhancement of its citizen’s charter.

MILLENIUM CHALLENGE
ACCOUNT - PHILIPPINES

16

CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE ON
PUBLIC SECTOR PRODUCTIVITY

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

A key strategy adopted by the Asian Productivity Organization
to develop national productivity organizations like the DAP is
“to establish centers of excellence (COE) in areas where NPOs
possess unique strengths and expertise”. According to APO,
the “best practices in the area of expertise of an NPO can be
propagated and emulated” by other NPOs. To date, APO has
already designated two NPOs as COE. The SPRING of
Singapore was designated as COE on Business Excellence in
2009. The China Productivity Center was chosen COE on Green
Productivity in 2013. In 2014, the DAP submitted the Philippines’
bid to be the APO Center of Excellence on Public Sector
Productivity to be able to showcase, get international
recognition and further enrich its capacity and leadership in
developing and implementing programs to raise efficiency,
effectiveness, economy and ethics in the public sector.

17

COURSE ON ADVANCED
MONITORING AND EVALUATION
BATCH 2

PUBLIC SECTOR

07-Nov-16

29-Dec-16

The Course on Advanced Monitoring and Evaluation aims to
build and enhance the participants’ skills and understanding of
M&E and work through some of the complex challenges in
doing M&E. Specifically, the course will provide participants
with up-to date knowledge on M&E and enable them to
conduct impact evaluation of their programs and project
using statistical analysis and other methods.

18

COURSE ON THE BASIC POLICY
PROCESS BATCH 5

PUBLIC SECTOR

16-Feb-16

31-Mar-17

The three-day training on Basic Policy Process aims to build and
strengthen the capacities of the participants in developing
and crafting policies, which are geared towards the fulfillment
of their mandate. Specifically, the course will help the
participants to better understand the theoretical underpinnings
and components of the policy process as well as the range of
tools and techniques for policy development.

19

COURSE ON THE BASIC
MONITORING AND EVALUATION
PROCESS BATCH 3

PUBLIC SECTOR

11-Mar-16

16-May-16

This Three-day Course on Basic Monitoring and Evaluation of
projects aims to provide participants with necessary skills and
knowledge on monitoring and evaluation of programs and
projects. It will enable participants to perform quantitative
assessment of their programs and projects using various tools.

20

PERFORMANCE AND PROJECT'S
MANAGEMENT OFFICE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON
MONITORING & EVALUATION
FOR OFFICE OF THE CABINET
SECRETARY - PERFORMANCE
AND PROJECTS MANAGEMENT
OFFICE

OFFICE OF THE CABINET
SECRETARY PERFORMANCE AND
PROJECTS MANAGE

08-Sep-14

29-Feb-16

The proposed project aims to equip OCS officers and staff with
knowledge, skills, and abilities on monitoring and evaluation
that will enable them to perform their functions.

21

THIRD PORT USERS NEEDS
SATISFACTION SURVEY

PHILIPPINE PORTS
AUTHORITY

15-Apr-15

15-Feb-16

The Third Port Users’ Need and Satisfaction Survey is expected
to measure the level of satisfaction of the PPA’s clients and to
provide baseline data regarding the quality of all frontline
services of the PPA.

22

2016 PORT USERS' ANNUAL
SATISAFCTION SURVEY (PASS)

PHILIPPINE PORTS
AUTHORITY

01-May-16

15-Apr-17

The 2016 Port Users’ Annual Satisfaction Survey (PASS) aims to
measure the level of satisfaction of the port users (i.e.
passengers and shipping lines) on the quality of services and
facilities of PPA subsequent to the improvements that the PMOs
have introduced as a response to the previous assessments.
The project will also evaluate the responsiveness of PPA to the
needs of the port users

23

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
TARINING FOR NATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

NATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

20-Jun-16

31-Aug-16

The three-day training is designed for NTC to accomplish the
targeted objectives. The training will involve lectures and
practical application of the concepts in the form of discussion,
small group workshops and structured learning exercises. The
training has eight (8) sessions that will provide a background on
monitoring and evaluation.

24

STRENTHENING GOOD
GOVERNANCE IN THE BANGKO
SENTRAL NG PILIPINAS (PHASE III)

BANGKO SENTRAL NG
PILIPINAS

02-May-16

28-Apr-17

The project seeks to assess the extent to which BSP has
implemented the Governance Initiatives Roadmap in terms of
improving the integration in its decision making, systems,
procedures, and work ethics of the five (5) governance
principles.

25

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
SURVEY FOR PCIC

PHILIPPINE CROP
INSURANCE
CORPORATION

19-Oct-15

19-Feb-16

In 2014, PCIC has served 582, 969 individual farmers and fisher
folk under various insurance protection programs, and credit
and life term packages, improving its performance by 58%
compared to 2013. Though there was remarkable
improvement in performance, PCIC acknowledges that the
true measure of achievement is full satisfaction of customers.
Along this line and in compliance with its 2015 Performance
Scorecard, PCIC now seeks to undertake a customer
satisfaction survey conducted by a third party. It is in this
context that PCIC requested for a proposal from Development
Academy of the Philippines.

26

HIGHER EDUCATION CAREER
SYSTEM - HECS

COMMISSION ON
HIGHER EDUCATION

05-Jan-15

31-Oct-17

The Commission on Higher Education's (CHED) Higher
Education Reform Agenda (HERA) endeavors to enhance
internal governance of SUCs by strengthening accountability,
leadership, and management competencies of HEI leaders
and executives. As such, under the HERA, CHED is investing in
the development of leaders and executives of Philippine
higher education institutions (HEIs) through the development of
the Career System for Higher Education Executives (CSHEE)
that will establish and maintain a pool of public higher
education executives who will lead change and innovation to
bring SUCs to respectable international standards and
reputation.

27

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
SURVEY FOR THE NATIONAL
TRANSMISSION CORPORATION

NATIONAL
TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION

03-Aug-15

29-Feb-16

The project seeks to determine the level of satisfaction of
clients of TransCo

28

2015 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
SURVEY FOR THE POWER SECTOR
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

POWER SECTOR ASSETS
& LIABILITIES
MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

02-Nov-15

25-Feb-16

The project seeks to determine the level of satisfaction of
PSALM’s customers

29

REVIEW OF METHODOLOGY
AND CONDUCT OF PDIC'S
SERVICE QUALITY FEEDBACK
SURVEY

PHILIPPINE DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION

16-Jul-15

28-Feb-16

The project aims to aid PDIC in measuring the level of
satisfaction of their customers on selected PDIC services.

30

BASELINE BENEFICIARY
PHILIPPINE CHARITY
SATISFACTION SURVEY FOR THE
SWEEPSTAKES OFFICE
PHILIPPINE CHARITY SWEEPSTAKES
OFFICE

24-Nov-15

31-Mar-16

The project aims to aid PCSO in establishing an enhanced
survey methodology and get baseline data on the satisfaction
of their IMAP beneficiaries

31

BASELINE RESEARCH FOR THE
GREAT WOMEN PROJECT 2

PHILIPPINE
COMMISSION ON
WOMEN

18-Jul-16

28-Feb-17

Building on the results of the GREAT Women Project 1, PCW
sees the need to further strengthen the capacity of women
entrepreneurs in terms of producing and marketing high quality
products. Hence, together with its partner agencies and
organizations, PCW has started implementing the GREAT
Women Project 2 focusing on improving the competitiveness,
productivity and sustainability of WMEs as well as to establish
linkages with selected small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in
the different regions for a more gender responsive value chain.

32

HARMONIZATION OF NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE
MONITORING, INFORMATION
AND REPORTING SYSTEM (PHASE
V)

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

The program aims to:
•Establish a unified and integrated Results-Based Performance
Management System (RBPMS) framework and common set
performance scorecard as basis for monitoring, evaluating and
reporting performance of all departments and agencies within
the Executive Branch of Government.
•Use the RBPMS as basis for determining entitlement to
performance-based allowances, incentives, or compensation
of government personnel.
•Design a Government Executive Information System (GEIS) for
easy access to accurate and latest whole-of-government,
sectoral, MFOs/organizational performance information.

33

APO WORKSHOP ON
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR

DEPARTMENT OF
BUDGET AND
MANAGEMENT

15-Apr-16

31-Dec-16

This workshop examine steps to improve government’s
organizational performance by aligning individual, team, and
organizational objectives and results. It will assess a framework
for performance management in the public sector. It also
develops a methodology and road map for the applications of
performance management in the sector.

34

PMDP-MIDDLE MANAGERS CLASS NATIONAL
BATCH 6-RE-ENTRY PROJECT
GOVERNMENT

01-Aug-14

31-Jul-16

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

35

RE-ENTRY PROJECT FOR MMC7

15-Nov-14

31-Jan-16

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

36

PMDP MONITORING AND
EVALUATION COMPONENT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jan-15

30-Nov-16

Information requirements of various stakeholders on Program
implementation and impact should be regularly provided so as
to aid in enhancing the Program to better serve our clients.

37

PMDP-CURRICULUM
ENHANCEMENT COMPONENT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

05-Jan-15

31-Mar-16

Continuous enhancement of the curriculum and other related
components of the Program to respond to the emerging
concerns of the government as well as to update the
Program's learning and skills enhancement methods

38

PMDP LEARNING RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

05-Jan-15

31-Mar-16

Develop appropriate support mechanisms to optimize learning
and provide opportunities for further development of PMDP
scholars

39

MMC8 RE-ENTRY PROJECT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

20-Feb-15

29-Feb-16

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

40

MMC9 RE-ENTRY PROJECT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Apr-15

30-May-16

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

41

PMDP PROMOTIONS AND
ADVOCACY WITH CONTINUING
EDUCATION PROGRAM AND
ALUMNI AFFAIRS

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Mar-15

29-Apr-17

It aims to instill in the participants a keen appreciation of the
vital role of public managers in national development' foster
true kinship and mutual support among government leaders;
deepen the bench of qualified successors to the incumbent
government executives; and produce competent government
leaders who are committed to the welfare of the people.

42

PMDP-SEC BATCH 4 RESIDENTIAL
CLASS

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

04-May-15

28-Feb-16

The NGCESDP-PMDP is an intensive, purposive, and continuing
training program for incumbent executives and middle
managers and their potential successors in the government
bureaucracy. It aims to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
officials within the medium term. This supports President
Aquino's commitment to lift the nation from poverty through
honest and effective governance and to transform the
government from one that is self-serving to one that works for
the welfare of the nation

43

PMDP RECORDS AND
ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jan-15

31-Jan-16

Records Administration component will handle the scholars
pertinent academic records.

44

PMDP-PROGRAM MANAGEMENT NATIONAL
2015
GOVERNMENT

01-Jul-15

01-Jul-16

The NGCESDP-PMDP is an intensive, purposive, and continuing
training program for incumbent executives and middle
managers and their potential successors in the government
bureaucracy. It aims to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
officials within the medium term. This supports President
Aquino's commitment to lift the nation from poverty through
honest and effective governance and to transform the
government from one that is self-serving to one that works for
the welfare of the nation. PMDP hopes to achieve the
following:

45

MIDDLE MANAGERS CLASS
BATCH 10 - RESIDENTIAL
TRAINING

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Aug-15

01-Mar-16

Continuous enhancement of the curriculum and other related
components of the Program to respond to the emerging
concerns of the government as well as to update the
Program's learning and skills enhancement methods.

46

PMDP MONITORING AND
EVALUATION 2016

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Dec-15

01-Apr-17

M&E framework was set up for the Program to meet the info
demands of its stakeholders as well as measure and assess its
accomplishments and service delivery.

47

PMDP RECORDS MANAGEMENT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Feb-16

31-Jan-17

To manage all the scholar’s pertinent records and keep track
of their academic status from admission to graduation, a
Records Administration/Management component of the PMDP
is put in place.

48

RECRUITMENT AND ADMISSION
2016

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

The Recruitment and Admissions is tasked to administer the
screening of PMDP nominations and to make
recommendations for acceptance based on screening results.

49

MMC10 RE-ENTRY PROJECT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Dec-15

15-Dec-16

The PMDP is the Philippine government’s response to the need
for a corps of ethical, committed and development-oriented
officials in the bureaucracy who will drive performance in the
agencies and push the agenda for change and sustained
progress.

50

MMC BATCH 11 RESIDENTIAL
PHASE

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Feb-16

31-Jan-16

The goal of the PMDP is to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
government senior executives and middle managers within the
medium term

51

PMDP-CURRICULUM
ENHANCEMENT COMPONENT
2016

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

15-Mar-16

31-Mar-17

52

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT LEARNING
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
COMPONENT

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

15-Mar-16

31-Mar-17

53

PMDP PROMOTIONAL AND
ADVOCACY WITH CONTINUING
EDUCATION AND ALUMNI
AFFAIRS 2016

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Mar-16

31-Mar-17

The NGCESDP-PMDP is an intensive, purposive, and continuing
training program for incumbent executives and middle
managers and their potential successors in the government
bureaucracy. It aims to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
officials within the medium term. This supports President
Aquino's commitment to lift the nation from poverty through
honest and effective governance and to transform the
government from one that is self-serving to one that works for
the welfare of the nation.
The NGCESDP-PMDP is an intensive, purposive, and continuing
training program for incumbent executives and middle
managers and their potential successors in the government
bureaucracy. It aims to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
officials within the medium term. This supports President
Aquino's commitment to lift the nation from poverty through
honest and effective governance and to transform the
government from one that is self-serving to one that works for
the welfare of the nation.
The NGCESDP-PMDP is an intensive, purposive, and continuing
training program for incumbent executives and middle
managers and their potential successors in the government
bureaucracy. It aims to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
officials within the medium term. This supports President
Aquino's commitment to lift the nation from poverty through
honest and effective governance and to transform the
government from one that is self-serving to one that works for
the welfare of the nation.

54

MMC 12 RESIDENTIAL

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Apr-16

30-Nov-16

The goal of the PMDP is to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
government senior executives and middle managers within the
medium term

55

GAA PMDP SEC 5

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-May-16

31-Dec-16

Implement an extensive adult learning experience that
prepares government senior executives to achieve the highest
level of productivity by developing essential attributes (Expert,
Leader and Change-agent/Institutionalizer) needed to drive
results in this fast-changing environment

56

PMDP MIDDLE MANAGERS CLASS NATIONAL
BATCH 12 RE-ENTRY PROJECT
GOVERNMENT

01-May-16

31-May-17

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

57

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT 2016

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

02-Jun-16

31-May-17

The NGCESDP-PMDP is an intensive, purposive, and continuing
training program for incumbent executives and middle
managers and their potential successors in the government
bureaucracy. It aims to foster careerism in government and
promote stability in the bureaucracy by producing a corps of
development-oriented, competent, dedicated and honest
officials within the medium term. This supports President
Aquino's commitment to lift the nation from poverty through
honest and effective governance and to transform the
government from one that is self-serving to one that works for
the welfare of the nation.

58

PMDP MIDDLE MANAGERS CLASS NATIONAL
BATCH 11 RE-ENTRY PROJECT
GOVERNMENT

01-Mar-16

31-Mar-17

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

59

PMDP MIDDLE MANAGERS CLASS NATIONAL
BATCH 13 RESIDENTIAL
GOVERNMENT

08-Aug-16

31-Mar-17

The goal of PMDP is to foster careerism in government by
producing a corps of development-oriented, competent,
dedicated and honest government executives within the
medium term

60

PMDP MIDDLE MANAGERS CLASS NATIONAL
BATCH 13 RE-ENTRY
GOVERNMENT

08-Oct-16

31-Dec-17

The Re-entry Project is a separate module of the PMDP. It is an
integrating activity where the PMDP scholar draws from his/her
significant experiences and his/her learning in the various
courses and activities of the curriculum of the PMDP to address
agency- or customer -specific concerns and opportunities.
Through this activity, each scholar creates a space that
enables him/her to demonstrate the extent to which he/she
has internalized the concepts discussed in the program,
mastered the skills developed and applies these as
competencies appropriate and useful to the context of his/her
workplace. The ReP gives the scholar the chance to formulate
his/her strategies focused towards the achievement of preidentified goals and objectives; to organize and to manage
his/her project team either within his/her unit, inter-unit or interagency; to create and to implement a work plan that will
deliver the desired results/outputs; to obtain the resources
needed for implementation within the period set by the
program and to evaluate this experience in light of his/her
being a development manager.

61

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL CARDNO (AUSAID)
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK AND
CONTENT FOR DEPED SCHOOL
HEADS (PHASE I)

01-May-15

31-Jul-16

1.Develop a curriculum framework for school heads
a) aligned with the competency requirements of the position
and the National Educators Academy of the Philippines (NEAP)
Training framework,
b) reflects coherence and gradualness between levels, and
c) validated through a series of consultation with key
stakeholders.
2.Develop detailed contents for 3 (of 5) modules on
foundational course for all school heads, and 3 modules for
specialized/advanced course for SHS principals.
3. Develop a special module on Career Guidance and
Counseling that caters to the needs of Senior High School
students.

62

ASIAN BUSINESS LEADER (ABL)
CONSORTIUM IN THE PHILIPPINES

18-Apr-15

30-Apr-17

Establish the Consortium in the Philippines to provide
suggestions for appropriate promotion of ABL Project.

KYOTO UNIVERSITY

1.Develop a curriculum framework for school heads
a) aligned with the competency requirements of the position
and the National Educators Academy of the Philippines (NEAP)
Training framework,
b) reflects coherence and gradualness between levels, and
c) validated through a series of consultation with key
stakeholders.
2.Develop detailed contents for 3 (of 5) modules on
foundational course for all school heads, and 3 modules for
specialized/advanced course for SHS principals.
3. Develop a special module on Career Guidance and
Counseling that caters to the needs of Senior High School
students.
The DBM seeks to promote sound and consistent policies
placing great importance in improving the efficiency,
transparency, and accountability of public finances. The DAP
was contracted by the DBM to provide support mechanism in
the development of the Public Financial Management for the
Philippine

63

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL CARDNO (AUSAID)
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK AND
CONTENT FOR DEPED SCHOOL
HEADS (PHASE I)

11-Jun-15

30-Jun-16

64

DBM CHANGE MANAGEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
BUDGET AND
MANAGEMENT

01-Jan-13

31-Dec-16

65

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR
SETTING UP OF AN INSTITUTIONAL
SUPPORT SERVICES MECHANISM
FOR THE PCC

PHILIPPINE
COMPETITION
COMMISSION

15-Feb-16

31-Dec-16

The Academy aims to support the PCC through the:
1. Provision of the initial facilities and equipment for the PCC;
2. Provision of office space, parking space, supplies, meeting
resources, travel resources, publication resources, internet
access, communication resources, and administrative support
services for the PCC; and
3. Hiring of temporary staff for the PCC.

66

DAR ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRARIAN REFORM

01-Sep-15

30-Jun-16

In view of the major changes in the Department,there is a
need to capacitate the organization and its workforce to
continue the remaining functions of DAR, and to meet the
target of CARPER completion in 2016. It also aims to prepare
the organization and its people to fulfill new and additional
services if Congress enacts the new agrarian reform law
toward the end of the Aquino Administration.

67

HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT COORDINATING
COUNCIL - TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE FOR THE CONDUCT
OF STUDIES, TECHNICAL REVIEW,
VALIDATION, CONSULTATION,
ENHANCEMENT AND
OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE
DIFFERENT HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT RELATED POLICY
ISSUES

HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATING
COUNCIL

01-Jan-15

30-Apr-17

To come-up with integrated policy, recommendations that
would address various issues of the housing and urban
development sector.

68

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT PROJECT

DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

On October 08,2013, the DOF has received a grant in the
amount of P228,115,000.00 from the Greman Governmeent's
Kreditanstalt fur Weideraufbau (KfW)-Interest Differential Fund,
for the implementation of the DOF Capacity Development
Support Project. The Project aims to improve the professional
and institutional capacity of DOF to support the critical
mandates and fucntions of its Fiscal Intelligence Unit (FIU) and
International Finance Group (IFG). The total grant amount,
P114,057,000.00 (50%) was allocated for the capacity building
and institutional strengthening of IFG particularly in the areas of
development cooperation, international cooperation, regional
integration, and climate change action and finance. The DAP
was designated by the DOF-IFG as the consultancy firm that
shall be in-charge of undertaking its activities for capacity
building and professional development.

69

APEC 2015 NARRATIVE REPORT

QUIER - DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

01-Oct-15

30-Jun-16

To come up with APEC 2015 Narrative Report for submission to
the President

70

DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALIZED
TRAINING COURSES FOR
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jul-16

30-Apr-17

This program will cater to government officials occupying
Career Executive Service Officer (CESO) positions. Even as a
bigger number of students is envisioned to be accommodated
in the residential and long duration PMDP, there is still a need
to urgently address the most common of improvement in the
many government managers that are currently performing
their roles. These short courses will upgrade essential skills of
government officials in the areas of planning, mentoring,
project/program implementation monitoring and evaluation,
change management, political dynamics, network-building
and citizen-centric governance.

71

EXPANSION OF DAP TAGAYTAY
CONFERENCE CENTER

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-May-16

31-Mar-17

The program is the expansion of its training and conference
facilities for the purpose of strengthening DAP to further
expand the coverage of its mandate to capacitate the
bureaucracy through training and education programs.

72

CRAFTING AND STRENGTHENING
AGRARIAN

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRARIAN REFORM

01-Feb-16

31-Oct-16

The program is the expansion of its training and conference
facilities for the purpose of strengthening DAP to further
expand the coverage of its mandate to capacitate the
bureaucracy through training and education programs.

73

DICT-VISIONING EXERCISE

DEPARTMENT OF
INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY

01-Aug-16

30-Nov-16

Republic Act (RA) No. 10844 established the Department of
Information and Communication Technology to be the primary
policy, planning, coordination, implementing, and
administrative entity of the executive Branch of the
government that will plan, develop, and promote the national
ICT development agenda. Whereas, the Department needs to
implement the Implementing Rules and Regulation within 60
days from effectivity of RA 10844. Hence, there is a used to
formulate the internal organic structure, staffing pattern,
operating system and prepare the budget of the Department
with in 6 months.

74

DICT INSTITUTIONAL
STRENTHENING PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF
INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY

01-Oct-16

15-Apr-17

The DICT's Institutional Strengthening Program provides the
required technology, processes and expertise to enable DICT's
leader achieve their vision for the country and the Department
for 2020: a recognized leader in ICT innovation and wealth
creation, in bringing about one digitized government, and in
enabling happy, contented, progressive and safe Filipino
citizenry through ICT. The program is designed to achieve
specific result in two phases

75

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRARIAN
REFORM FOR THE FORMULATION
OF STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2022

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRARIAN REFORM

01-Aug-16

31-Dec-16

The Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR) is the leading
implementing agency of Agrarian Reform (AR) through Land
Tenure Improvement, Agrarian Justice, and coordinated
delivery of essential Support Services. With the change in
administration, the DAR needs to focus on its Key Result Areas
(KRA) that will enable DAR to fulfill its legal mandate and
deliver on the expectations of its stakeholders. Genuine
Agrarian Reform (GAR) has been an aspiration of the Filipino
farmers since time immemorial and the Duterte Administration
is a manifestation of this desire. With the designation of the new
leadership at the DAR, there is a need to revisit its Strategic
Direction, establish baseline data, identify low hanging fruits
and high impact targets and implement immediate targets
and planned activities.

76

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE PHILIPPINE
SETTING UP OF A SUPPORT
COMPETITION
SERVICES MECHANISM FOR THE
COMMISSION
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
NATIONAL COMPETITION POLICY
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES OF THE
PHILIPPINE COMPETITION
COMMISSION

01-Aug-16

31-Mar-17

The Academy aims to support the PCC through the:
1. Provision of the expertise required; and
2. Provision of supplies, meeting resources, travel resources,
publication resources, and communication resources.

77

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND
PHILIPPINE
STRENGTHENING OF
COMPETITION
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES COMMISSION
FOR THE PHILIPPINE COMPETITION
COMMISSION

01-Oct-16

31-Aug-17

The Academy aims to support the PCC through the:
1. Provision of the initial facilities and equipment for the PCC;
2. Provision of office space, parking space, supplies, meeting
resources, travel resources, publication resources, internet
access, communication resources, and administrative support
services for the PCC; and
3. Hiring of temporary staff for the PCC.

78

TRAINING OF TRAINERS AND
DEPARTMENT OF
PROJECT MANAGERS OF THE
SOCIAL WELFARE AND
CULTURAL VALUES
DEVELOPMENT
TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM OF
QUEZON CITY GOVERNMENT

01-Jul-16

15-Sep-16

The Academy would provide technical assistance for the local
government of Quezon City to:
1. Implement specific training projects on basic course on CVT,
Speakers’ Training, and Advance Course on Project
Management/Project Development ;
2. Conduct an evalution on the Knowledge, Skills, and Attitude
(KSA) acquired by stakeholders during the training project;
3. Provide training participants with CVT Advocacy Shirts

79

ASSISTANCE TO THE GLOBAL
EASTERN RESEARCH
METHANE INITIATIVE (GM)
GROUP INC.
REPRESENTATIVES' TO VISIT TO THE
PHILIPPINES

11-Apr-16

30-Jun-16

GMI seeks to reduce the informational, institutional, and other
market barriers to project development through the
development of tools and resources, training and capacity
building, technology demonstration, and direct project
support. Special emphasis is given to bringing together all of
the actors necessary for project development, including
governments, financial institutions, project developers,
technology providers, and others. They previously tapped the
DAP to conduct previous projects on methane abatement and
recovery projects.

80

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE
GLOBAL METHANE INITIATIVES
(GMI) ON THE REVIVAL OF THE
PHILIPPINE METHANE
PARTNERSHIP AND HANDS-ON
TRAINING ON THE REPAIR AND
MAINTENNACE F GUILLERMO
FARM DIGESTER

01-Sep-16

31-Mar-17

Under this project, subcontractor DAP will assist ERG in
furthering the mission of GMI by conducting a study tour of the
digester at Guillermo farm Rizal and organizing meetings of the
Philippine Methane Partnership (PMP)

EASTERN RESEARCH
GROUP INC.

81

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT AND ECC CAPTURE

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

02-May-16

30-Nov-17

The Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental
Compliance Certificate Capture Project is anchored on
developing further and expanding the facilities of the
Development Academy of the Philippines, in particular DAPCC
Tagaytay, in realizing the return and re-adherence of the
Academy to its core functions of education, research, and its
flagship program of training senior government officials.
The Project will identify the direct and indirect impacts of the
proposed redevelopment of the DAPCC on the biophysical
and human environment. It will also provide the appropriate
environmental enhancement and protection measures to
allow informed decision in the design and construction of the
proposed facility and in addressing identified impacts and
challenges.

82

NRECA 2015 COURSE ON
CREDENTIALED COOPERATIVE
DIRECTOR BATCH 23 TO 30

ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVES

19-Jan-15

31-May-16

The course is adapted from the US NRECA Course on adapted
from the CCD certificate program that the NRECA implements
in the USA. The course is designed for electric cooperatives
and general managers are encouraged to attend the course.

83

COURSE ON CREDENTIALED
COOPERATIVE DIRECTOR BATCH
31 TO 30

ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVES

01-Apr-16

30-Sep-16

The Course on Credentialed Cooperative Director (CCCD) is
adapted from the United States National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association (NRECA) Certificate Program which
promotes good governance and additional skills development
for board directors. Specifically, the course integrates topics
needed by directors in all aspects of operations, financial
management, challenges in electricity business and strategies.
Thus the course helps in improving the wise business decisions
that would benefit the cooperative.

84

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRYDEPARTMENT OF
STUDY OF BENCHMARK DATA ON AGRICULTURE-BUREAU
POLLUTION LOAD FROM
OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY
LIVESTOCK RESOURCES (POINT
SOURCES)

03-Nov-14

05-Aug-16

The general objective is to establish the benchmark data on
pollution loading in the Manila Bay System from point sources (i.
e. livestock and poultry). Specifically, it aims to (1) Determine
the level or concentration of pollution in different
tributaries/rivers contributing to the pollution of Manila Bay; (2)
Conduct assessment of livestock resources inventory and
practices in selected coastal areas; and (3) Develop a
monitoring and evaluation instrument and recommend the
most appropriate mitigation measures for livestock production.

85

STRATEGIC AND PLANNING
TRAINING-WORKSHOP

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE REGION
3

15-Mar-16

15-Jun-16

The Strategic and Project Planning Training-Workshop is aimed
at building the planning capacities of the planning group of
the DA-RPCO-3 which is essential in the formulation of an
updated Regional Agriculture and Fishery Modernization Plan
(RAFMP).

86

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT FOR
CHD REGIONAL OFFICES AND
DOH REGIONAL OFFICES AND
DOH REPRESENTATIVES

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-HEALTH HUMAN
RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT BUREAU

13-Jan-14

31-Mar-16

The DOH Capacity Development Plan 2011-2016, from the
European Commission-Technical Assistance for Health Sector
Policy Support Program (EC-TA HSPSP), intends to strengthen
the implementation of health sector reform. The Plan, through
extensive focused group discussions, identified specific gaps
and weaknesses in the central and regional offices. Amongst
the identified weaknesses were the technical linkages
between the DOH and local government units (LGUs). These
technical linkages are the main functions of the DOH
Representatives. Specifically, the DOH Capacity Development
Plan recommends that Provincial Health Team (PHT) Services to
LGUs be developed by: a) clarifying their roles and functions;
and b) providing them with the appropriate competencies
through customized training packages and exchanges of best
practice. However, central to the Plan is capacitating the
Centers for Health Development (CHD) regional offices to
provide this technical support to its DOH representatives.

87

DEVELOPMENT OF AN
INTEGRATED HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-HEALTH HUMAN
RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT BUREAU

01-Dec-13

30-Sep-17

The project aims to develop a personnel career and
competency mapping system under the DOH Quality
Management System, which will improve the capacity and
competency of DOH central and regional offices.

88

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
DEPARTMENT OF
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
HEALTH REGIONAL
(CLGP) - DOH RO XIII ( CARAGA) OFFICE XIII
- PHASE I

15-Dec-14

31-Oct-16

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community by combining it with the the
program on Short Course on Urban Health Equity (SCUHE),
which was designed and developed by the DOH in partnership
with the World Health Organization (WHO) and implemented
by DAP. Thus, DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic
partner for CLGP to conduct the training.

89

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
(CLGP) -DOH NCRO (PHASE I)

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-NCRO

15-Dec-14

31-Mar-17

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community by combining it with the the
program on Short Course on Urban Health Equity (SCUHE),
which was designed and developed by the DOH in partnership
with the World Health Organization (WHO) and implemented
by DAP. Thus, DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic
partner for CLGP to conduct the training.

90

A- CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
(CLGP) -DOH RO IV-A (PHASE I)

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH REGIONAL
OFFICE IV-A

15-Dec-14

30-Jun-17

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community by combining it with the the
program on Short Course on Urban Health Equity (SCUHE),
which was designed and developed by the DOH in partnership
with the World Health Organization (WHO) and implemented
by DAP. Thus, DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic
partner for CLGP to conduct the training.

91

MIDWIFE CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-HEALTH HUMAN
RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT BUREAU

01-Dec-14

30-Sep-17

To establish a competency-based standard system for
achieving, maintaining and upgrading competence of
midwives to provide maternal health care, child health care
and other health-related services required for addressing the
MNCHN needs of the population towards the country’s
achievement of the MDG goals.

92

COMPLETION OF ROADMAP ON
THE USE OF THE ALTERNATIVE
FUELS FOR TRANSPORTATION
VEHICLES

DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY

01-Dec-14

28-Feb-17

The scope of the technical assistance will focus on two major
deliverables: (1) completion of the roadmap on alternative
fuels and (2) provide capacity building programs to DOE and
selected stakeholders. It will also include promotion of electric
vehicles, auto-LPG for taxis and jeepneys, and CNG for buses.
The project will take-off on the previous accomplishments and
initiatives being done by the DOE in selected cities and
municipalities.

93

DOE INFORMATION AND
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATION ON ENERGY
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION
AND PROMOTION OF ENERGY
EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION
AT THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
UNIT ( COMPONENT 2)

01-Dec-14

30-Jun-16

The project is promoting the DOE’s National Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Program (NEECP), which aims to have a
wider reach of information, education, and communication
(IEC) activity, this time cascading its national program at the
local level. The project is expected to contribute to 10-percent
energy savings targets through demand-side management
approach.

94

DOE INFORMATION EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF
AND COMMUNICATION ON
ENERGY
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
CONSERVATION AND
PROMOTION OF ENERGY
EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION
AT THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
UNIT (COMP 1)

01-Dec-14

30-Jun-16

The project is promoting the DOE’s National Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Program (NEECP), which aims to have a
wider reach of information, education, and communication
(IEC) activity, this time cascading its national program at the
local level. The project is expected to contribute to 10-percent
energy savings targets through demand-side management
approach.

95

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FOR
TRANSCO

15-Dec-15

30-Sep-16

The project intervention shall come up with recommendations
on organization structure and staffing configuration that will
best operationalize TransCo’s corporate strategy in pursuit of its
mandate.

NATIONAL
TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION

96

A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
DAP IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ENERGY
MARKET TRANSFORMATION
THROUGH INTRODUCTION OF
ENERGY, EFFICIENT ELECTRIC
VEHICLES (E-TRIKE) PROJECT

01-Dec-15

30-Jun-17

The scope of the technical assistance will focus on the
conduct of capacity building programs to DOE, project
partners and selected stakeholders. It will also include the
conduct of profiling of tricycle operations and meetings with
different agencies and LGUs for the E-Trike project and provide
technical and logistical requirements in promotional activities
of the e-trike units. The project will take-off on the previous
accomplishments and initiative being done by the DOE in
selected cities and municipalities.

97

2016 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
SURVEY FOR THE NATIONAL
TRANSMISSION CORPORATION
(TRANSCO)

NATIONAL
TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION

10-Oct-16

31-Mar-17

The 2016 Customer Satisfaction Survey aims to measure the
level of satisfaction of TransCo customers. Specifically, the
project will:
1. Develop a survey methodology and enhance the existing
questionnaire to identify needs and objectively measure the
satisfaction TransCo customers;
2. Determine the service quality index of TransCo; and
3. Identify the factors and relationships affecting the
satisfaction of TransCo customers as well as the opportunities
for improvement.

98

FRAMEWORK FORMULATION
AND STUDY OF SPATIAL
DEVELOPMENT CLIMATE
CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENT REGULAR PROJECT

DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

01-Jul-13

31-Jul-16

The objective of this project is to undertake studies and
formulate projections on six priority thematic areas that are
relevant in formulating a guide for the development of
sustainable human settlements in Metro Manila and other
major urban areas across the country (See below). The studies,
which will be based on existing data and information from
various sources in the public and private sectors (including the
academe), shall take the form of technical reports that will be
presented and submitted to the Climate Change Cabinet
Cluster, which is chaired by the DENR Secretary.

99

ADVANCED PROJECT
MANAGEMENT COURSES FOR
BATCHES 1 AND 2

DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

The scope of the consultancy service will primarily be to
develop a capacity building (Cap-B) program that will help
the Pool of Project Managers (PMs), including the incumbents,
develop their personal and organizational skills, knowledge,
and abilities to meet the requirements of their respective tasks.

100

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
MODULE III FOR UNICEF CITIES

ZUELLIG FAMILY
FOUNDATION

01-Oct-15

30-Jun-16

101

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
MODULE III FOR USAID CITIES

ZUELLIG FAMILY
FOUNDATION

01-Oct-15

30-Jun-16

102

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
COLLOQUIUM AND LEADERSHIP
RETREAT FOR USAID AND UNICEF
CITIES

ZUELLIG FAMILY
FOUNDATION

15-Feb-16

15-May-16

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community, especially the urban poor. The
program is the enhanced Short Course on Urban Health Equity
(SCUHE) designed and developed by the DOH and the DAP in
partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO). Thus,
DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic partner for
CLGP to conduct the training.
The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community, especially the urban poor. The
program is the enhanced Short Course on Urban Health Equity
(SCUHE) designed and developed by the DOH and the DAP in
partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO). Thus,
DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic partner for
CLGP to conduct the training.
The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community, especially the urban poor. The
program is the enhanced Short Course on Urban Health Equity
(SCUHE) designed and developed by the DOH and the DAP in
partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO). Thus,
DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic partner for
CLGP to conduct the training.

103

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM FOR
DOH

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH

20-May-16

31-Aug-17

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community, especially the urban poor. The
program is the enhanced Short Course on Urban Health Equity
(SCUHE) designed and developed by the DOH and the DAP in
partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO). Thus,
DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic partner for
CLGP to conduct the training.

104

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM FOR
DOH REGION X PHASE II

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH REGIONAL
OFFICE X

15-Nov-16

30-Apr-17

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community, especially the urban poor. The
program is the enhanced Short Course on Urban Health Equity
(SCUHE) designed and developed by the DOH and the DAP in
partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO). Thus,
DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic partner for
CLGP to conduct the training.

105

CITY LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM FOR
DOH CARAGA PHASE II

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH

15-Nov-16

31-May-17

The CLGP is a one-and-a-half year program composed of
three modules with intervening practicum sessions, designed to
empower city health officers to become Bridging Leaders. The
program aims to address the social determinants of health and
transform their local health systems to make its programs and
service work for the community, especially the urban poor. The
program is the enhanced Short Course on Urban Health Equity
(SCUHE) designed and developed by the DOH and the DAP in
partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO). Thus,
DAP has been tapped to serve as an academic partner for
CLGP to conduct the training.

106

DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLICY
LEGISLATIVE PLANNING AND
RESEARCH (PLPR) MODULE FOR
THE HEALTH POLICY
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING
BUREAU (HPDB) OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

DEPARTMENT OF
SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY PHILIPPINE COUNCIL
FOR HEA

15-Dec-13

31-Mar-16

The Health Policy Development and Planning Bureau (HPDPB)
of the DOH, which initiates and facilitates most of the PLPR
functions, because of its role as major policy formulator and
regulator in the health sector, wants to enhance the skills and
capacities of the DOH technical staff and health program
officers in policy development, legislation, program
management and planning, and research using a standard
process and module.

107

NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE
ECOTOWN DEMONSTRATION IN
BOHOL

CLIMATE CHANGE
COMMISSION

01-Mar-15

31-Aug-16

The objective of the consultancy is to provide an overall
assessment of the natural resources in the project site(s) taking
into account the various initiatives and assessments that have
been conducted in the project site(s). The members of the
consulting firm will have at least 8 years of experience in
environmental or natural resource assessment with a relevant
master’s or higher degree in environmental, economic,
environmental management, climate change, or a related
discipline. The ability to work with governments (at the national
and local levels), development partners and civil society in
building sustainable capacity to address climate change and
to report effectively in strategic consultations and in written
reports is also required

108

VULNERABILITY AND ADAPTATION CLIMATE CHANGE
ASSESSMENT COMPONENT OF
COMMISSION
THE ECOTOWN DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT IN BOHOL

01-Apr-15

30-Apr-16

The Climate Change Commission (CCC), is currently
conducting a Case Study on Climate Resilient Community: The
Case of Romblon and Bohol, anchored on the principle of
Ecotown. An Ecotown is a planning unit composed of
municipalities or a group of municipalities located within and
around boundaries of critical key biodiversity areas, which are
at high risk to climate change. Two of the major components
of the Case Study are the conduct of Vulnerability Assessment
(VA) and Natural Resource Assessment (NRA). Both
assessments are focused on sectors such as agriculture, coastal
and marine and health. The NRA study will provide estimates of
the value of the current and potential bundles of ecosystem
services being provided, while the VA provides an overview on
the degree of potential climate change impact to the
Ecotown site.

109

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FOR
THE POWER SECTOR ASSETS &
LIABILITIES MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

POWER SECTOR ASSETS
& LIABILITIES
MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

110

DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD
OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR
FORECAST-BASED EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS

WORLD FOOD
PROGRAMME

111

ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES
GOVERNANCE TRAINING

NRECA INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

21-Nov-16

31-Mar-17

PSALM Corporation requested the Development Academy of
the Philippine’s (DAP) to provide technical assistance to the
Corporation on the completion of the requirements for its
reorganization process as stipulated in the GCG guidelines and
requirements. In response to this need, the Development
Academy of the Philippines (DAP) proposes to implement the
project “Organizational Structure Improvement Program for the
Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation”
The DAP will recommend an intervention designed to validate
the outputs of the CMT on its current state assessment and
review the responsiveness and effectiveness of the proposed
organization structure and staffing pattern, and therefore, align
this initiative to the policies and standards set by GCG while
adhering to its mandate.

25-Jul-16

31-Jul-17

The Project aims to enhance forecast-based preparedness
and response at the national and regional level and in 10
provinces through improved predictive capacity of early
warning systems and support for the development and/or
enhancement and documentation of Standard Operating
Procedures for early warning of hazard events as well as for the
accompanying food and nutrition security issues. In
collaboration with the concerned national government
agencies and project partners

16-May-11

30-Sep-16

The training is targeted at two (2) groups of electric
cooperatives: those selected by National Electrification
Administration (“NEA”) for individual governance
improvement, and; others, self-selected, to receive training in
centralized, regional locations. Over the four-year contract
period, NRECA International proposes to deliver training to
thirty-five (35) ECs selected by NEA and sixty (60) self-selected
ECs. ECs in both groups are expected to pay 90%+ of
instruction fees earned by the Trainers.

112

PUBLIC SECTOR HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION PREPARATION
PHASE I

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Apr-16

31-Mar-17

The project represent a partnership between DAP and CESB to
produce a plan for rationalizing and harmonizing the capability
programs and the training and educational institutions that
offer them, by creating a framework for talent development for
leadership, managerial and supervisory positions in the public
sector
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ORIENTATION COURSE IN
COMPETENCY MODELING AND
POSITION PROFILING

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Feb-16

30-Apr-16

The Orientation Course in Competency Modeling and Profiling
aims to develop a good understanding of and basic skills in
facilitating the construction of competency models and
profiles.

114

TRAINING COURSE FOR
PUBLIC SECTOR
MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS IN
THE PUBLIC SECTOR BATCH 2

27-Jun-16

27-Nov-16

The Training Course for Managers and Supervisors in the Public
Sector (5Ps) seeks to provide the foundation for developing
competent supervisors and managers who are able to create
and maintain a high-performance, service-oriented, and
productive work place that enables employee engagement.
Premised on the framework of Service Leader, the course
highlights 5Ps of management and leadership: (1) Personality;
(2) Purpose; (3) Processes; (4) People; and (5) Plans to help
achieve quality service and results.

115

IMO MODEL COURSE 6.09 BATCH DEPARTMENT OF
82 & 83 TRAINING COURSE FOR
TRANSPORTATIONINSTRUCTORS
MARINA

15-Oct-15

30-Jun-16

The course aims to equip seafarers and teachers/trainers in the
maritime school and training centers with competencies
needed of an instructor.

116

ORIENTATION COURSE IN
COMPETENCY MODELING AND
POSITION PROFILING - BATCH 3

16-Nov-16

10-Mar-17

The Orientation Course in Competency Modeling and Position
Profiling aims to develop a good understanding of and basic
skills in facilitating the construction of competency models and
position profiles. The orientation course uses a “guided task
approach” in which the participants will learn the ropes of
competency modeling and position profiling as they
reflectively go through the procedure itself of creating basic
competency models and position profiles. This gives the
participants real “hands on” experience, a first-hand view of
the complexities and challenges involved, and an “inside
view” of the possible responses to these challenges.

PUBLIC SECTOR

117

ORIENTATION COURSE IN
COMPETENCY MODELING AND
POSITION PROFILING

118

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Jul-16

04-Nov-16

The Orientation Course in Competency Modeling and Position
Profiling aims to develop a good understanding of and basic
skills in facilitating the construction of competency models and
position profiles. The orientation course uses a “guided task
approach” in which the participants will learn the ropes of
competency modeling and position profiling as they
reflectively go through the procedure itself of creating basic
competency models and position profiles. This gives the
participants real “hands on” experience, a first-hand view of
the complexities and challenges involved, and an “inside
view” of the possible responses to these challenges.

A STRATEGIC REVIEW OF PNOC
PHILIPPINE NATIONAL
OPERATIONS AND
OIL COMPANY
ORGANIZATION AND THE DESIGN
OF A NEW STRUCTURE TO
TRANSFORM THE PNOC INTO AN
OPERATING ENTITY

15-Sep-15

31-May-16

The PNOC, as the mother agency, has recently been directed
by the Governance Commission for GOCCs (GCG) to
transform itself from a holding company to an operating
company, absorbing the strategic operations of its subsidiaries,
specifically the PDMC and the PAFC, and readying itself to
move into other, new energy-related businesses. This
necessitates the creation of a new organizational structure for
PNOC.

119

CREATING A COMPETENCY
FRAMEWORK FOR THE PHILIPPINE
RECLAMATION AUTHORITY

15-Sep-15

30-May-16

To develop a competency framework for the PRA which will be
the foundation in creating a competency-based HRMD System

120

DFA TRAINING COURSE FOR
DEPARTMENT OF
MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS
THE PUBLIC SECTOR (DFA-5PS)

01-Jul-16

30-Sep-16

The Training Course for Managers and Supervisors in the Public
Sector (5Ps) seeks to provide the foundation for developing
competent supervisors and managers who are able to create
and maintain a high-performance, service-oriented, and
productive work place that enables employee engagement.
Premised on the framework of Service Leader, the course
highlights 5Ps of management and leadership: (1) Personality;
(2) Purpose; (3) Processes; (4) People; and (5) Plans to help
achieve quality service and results.

PHILIPPINE
RECLAMATION
AUTHORITY

121

CREATING JOB COMPETENCY
MATRIX AND PROFILES FOR THE
DPWH

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS AND
HIGHWAYS

30-Apr-15

30-Jun-16

A technical assistance that will facilitate DPWH's HR Office
transition from Task-Based to Competency-Based Human
Resource Management and Development (CBHRMD) by
identifying the key competencies of the agency and creating
competency profiles which will be used for recruitment,
selection and placement, development and retention of
individuals in the agency.

122

COMPETENCY-BASED
ASSESSMENT (CBA) STAGE II
RETAKERS

DEPARTMENT OF
TOURISM

15-Oct-15

31-Oct-16

The DOT Competency-based Assessment (CBA)for Retakers
project is a multiple stage/hurdle assessment design based on
the approved Competency Models for the positions - Tourism
Administrative Officer (SG11) and Supervising Tourism
Officers/Tourism Attache (SG22). DOT Competency-based
Assessment (CBA)for Retakers will adopt the Assessment Center
technology which will entail activities to surface the
candidate's behavior in group situations.

123

CREATING A COMPETENCY
FRAMEWORK FOR THE DBP
LEASING CORPORATION

04-Mar-16

30-Jun-16

To provide DLC technical assistance in formulating its
Competency Framework, as part of achieving its performance
commitment with the GCG for 2015

124

EXECUTIVE DOCTORATE IN
EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

DEVELOPMENT BANK
OF THE PHILIPPINES
LEASING
CORPORATION
PUBLIC SECTOR

14-Jun-11

31-Mar-16

The Executive Doctorate in Education Leadership program
aims to bring together senior managers of HEIs and related
agencies, and provide an academic framework where they
can further their understanding and skills in leading HEIs
towards performance excellence and global competitiveness.

125

EXECUTIVE DOCTORATE
LEADERSHIP (EDEL) BATCH II

COMMISION ON
HIGHER EDUCATION

01-Jul-12

28-Feb-17

The Executive Doctorate in Education Leadership aims to bring
together Senior Managers of public and private educational
institutions and related agencies, and provide an academic
framework where they can further their understanding and skills
in leading HEIs towards performance excellence and global
competitiveness.

126

MASTERS PROGRAM IN PUBLIC
DEPARTMENT OF
MANAGEMENT MAJOR IN RURAL AGRARIAN REFORM
DEVELOPMENT-PREIMPLEMENTATION

01-Mar-11

31-Mar-16

To support the convergence initiatives of the three agencies
namely DAR, DA, and DENR.

127

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT NATIONAL
MAJOR IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT CONVERGENCE
BATCH 2
INITIATIVE-DAR, DENR,
DA

01-Dec-12

31-Mar-16

A strategic way of enhancing the convergence is to roll out a
formal academic program aimed at the field supervisors,
technical/program staff and administrators of the three rural
oriented line agencies so that they can acquire the relevant
enterprise, political, managerial and technical skills for an ISRD.
This program is called the Masters in Public Management,
Major in Rural Development (MPM-RD).

128

MUNICIPAL LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNNACE PROGRAM
(BICOL)

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-REGIONAL
OFFICE V

01-Nov-14

30-Apr-16

The Municipal Leadership and Governance Program (MLGP), is
a one-year leadership program for mayors and municipal
health officers, which is supplemented by coaching and
mentoring sessions from the Department of Health-Regional
Office (DOH-RO) during practicum. The participants are
expected to improve their municipal health indicators as
course deliverables, which includes engaging other local
stakeholders such as the municipal health board.

129

MUNICIPAL LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
(CENTRAL LUZON)

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-REGION 3

31-Dec-14

31-Jan-16

The Municipal Leadership and Governance Program (MLGP), is
a one-year leadership program for mayors and municipal
health officers, which is supplemented by coaching and
mentoring sessions from the Department of Health-Regional
Office (DOH-RO) during practicum. The participants are
expected to improve their municipal health indicators as
course deliverables, which includes engaging other local
stakeholders such as the municipal health board.

130

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT OF
MAJOR IN HEALTH SYSTEMS AND HEALTH
DEVELOPMENT (BATCHES 5-7)

01-Jan-15

31-Dec-17

The Master in Public Management Major in Health Systems and
Development (MPM-HSD) Program is the response of the DAP
to the requirements of the DOH. The 44-unit MPM-HSD is an 18month interdisciplinary graduate program for local and
national practitioners and policy makers in the health sector. It
incorporates the Academy’s distinctive features of combining
both theoretical and practical cum functional competencies,
as well as building stewardship values. Major Program learning
areas involve strengthening scientific and technical knowledge
and skills on one hand, and developing personal and
managerial efficacy on the other. These cover research,
planning and implementation of programs on health sector
reform and other related initiatives.

131

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT
MAJOR IN LOCAL GOVERNANCE UNITS
AND DEVELOPMENT

01-Sep-14

30-Sep-16

The Master in Public Management major in Local Governance
and Development (MPM-LGD) is a customized program
designed for Municipal, City and Provincial Planners. This is a
capacity building program that will support the reconstruction
and rehabilitation of various municipalities affected by
Typhoon Yolanda and deepens the public management skills
and practices needed to move towards full development.

132

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT OF
MAJOR IN HEALTH SYSTEMS AND HEALTH
DEVELOPMENT (BATCHES 6-8)

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

133

MUNICIPAL LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
(CENTRAL LUZON) COLLOQUIUM

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-REGION 3

01-Jan-16

30-Apr-16

The Master in Public Management Major in Health Systems and
Development (MPM-HSD) Program is the response of the DAP
to the requirements of the DOH. The 38-unit MPM-HSD is an 18month interdisciplinary graduate program for local and
national practitioners and policy makers in the health sector. It
incorporates the Academy’s distinctive features of combining
both theoretical and practical cum functional competencies,
as well as building stewardship values. Major Program learning
areas involve strengthening scientific and technical knowledge
and skills on one hand, and developing personal and
managerial efficacy on the other. These cover research,
planning and implementation of programs on health sector
reform and other related initiatives.
The Municipal Leadership and Governance Program (MLGP), is
a one-year leadership program for mayors and municipal
health officers, which is supplemented by coaching and
mentoring sessions from the Department of Health-Regional
Office (DOH-RO) during practicum. The participants are
expected to improve their municipal health indicators as
course deliverables, which includes engaging other local
stakeholders such as the municipal health board.

134

MUNICIPAL LEADERSHIP ANG
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
(MIMAROPA) COLLOQIUM

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH REGIONAL
OFFICE IV-B

01-Feb-16

30-Apr-16

The Municipal Leadership and Governance Program (MLGP), is
a one-year leadership program for mayors and municipal
health officers, which is supplemented by coaching and
mentoring sessions from the Department of Health-Center for
Health Development (DOH-CHD) during practicum. The
participants are expected to improve their municipal health
indicators as course deliverables, which includes engaging
other local stakeholders such as the municipal health board.

135

CERTIFICATE COURSE ON
EFFICACY AND LEADERSHIP

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH-REGION 3

136

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT OF
MAJOR IN HEALTH SYSTEMS AND HEALTH
DEVELOPMENT REGULAR (BATCH
1)

137

MUNICIPAL LEADERSHIP AND
GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
CENTRAL LUZON-BATCH 4

138

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT OF
MAJOR IN HEALTH SYSTEM
HEALTH
DEVELOPMENT BATCH 8

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH

01-Apr-16

31-Oct-16

This Certificate Course is designed for executives and staff of
DOH Region 3. This course provides the targeted participants
with the necessary framework to appreciate the developments
that have been occurring in the ground and apply state-ofthe-art management technologies and leadership
interventions in their respective institutions.
The course will not only motivate or empower the participants
but will also transform them to be health systems reform
implementers and rural health development managers; serving
as change agents in their respective agencies.

01-Aug-16

31-Dec-18

01-Jul-16

31-Dec-17

MPM-HSD uses and includes adult and experience-based
learning, interactive sessions with experts and practitioners,
field exposures, and an action oriented thesis scheme that
combines scientific research with program development and
implementation. Its major learning areas involve strengthening
scientific and technical knowledge and skills on one hand, and
developing personal and managerial efficacy on the other.
These cover research, planning and implementation of
programs on health sector reform and other related initiatives.
Students are honed on scientific as well as managerial
approaches and tools for pursuing reforms and proposing
strategic solutions to problems and concerns in the health
sector.
MLGP is a one-year leadership program for LCEs and MHOs,
which is supplemented by coaching and mentoring sessions
from DOH-CHD during practicum. After undergoing Modules 1
and 2, students will then have their colloquium. The Colloquium
is a two-day activity that integrates students’ one year
experience under MLGP. To date, the Academy has
graduated three batches for Central Luzon in early 2016.

01-Oct-16

31-Dec-18

MLGP is a one-year leadership program for LCEs and MHOs,
which is supplemented by coaching and mentoring sessions
from DOH-CHD during practicum. After undergoing Modules 1
and 2, students will then have their colloquium. The Colloquium
is a two-day activity that integrates students’ one year
experience under MLGP. To date, the Academy has
graduated three batches for Central Luzon in early 2016.

139

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PHILIPPINE PUBLIC
MAJOR IN DEVELOPMENT AND
SAFETY COLLEGE SECURITY PPSC
NATIONAL POLICE
COLLEGE

01-Jun-15

30-Oct-16

The Master in Public Management major in Public Safety and
Development (MPM-PSD) aims to deepen and strengthen the
executive leadership and management capability and
competence of the above-mentioned senior officers in the
context of institutional and sectoral development, innovation,
responsiveness, and modernization on public safety.

140

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PHILIPPINE PUBLIC
MAJOR IN DEVELOPMENT AND
SAFETY COLLEGE
SECURITY FOR PPSC BATCH 2

01-Dec-15

31-Mar-17

The Master in Public Management major in Development and
Security (MPM DevSec) at the National Police College (NPC)is
a joint program of the Development Academy of the
Philippines (DAP) and the Philippine Public Safety College. It is
a twelve (12) month in-campus, intensive course that caters
not only to the mandatory training and career but also to the
education requirements for promotion and professional
advancement of senior officers of the police, fire, jail and other
allied public safety services with the rank of Superintendent
and its equivalent.

141

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PHILIPPINE PUBLIC
MAJOR IN DEVELOPMENT AND
SAFETY COLLEGE
SECURITY BATCH 3

01-Jul-16

30-Jun-17

The Master in Public Management major in Development and
Security for the PPSC is a twelve (12) month in-campus,
intensive course that caters not only to the mandatory training
and career but also to the education requirements for
promotion and professional advancement of senior officers of
the police, fire, jail and other allied public safety services with
the rank of Superintendent and its equivalent.
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MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PHILIPPINE PUBLIC
MAJOR IN DEVELOPMENT AND
SAFETY COLLEGE
SECURITY FOR PPSC BATCH 4

01-Oct-16

30-Sep-17

The Master in Public Management major in Development and
Security for the PPSC is a twelve (12) month in-campus,
intensive course that caters not only to the mandatory training
and career but also to the education requirements for
promotion and professional advancement of senior officers of
the police, fire, jail and other allied public safety services with
the rank of Superintendent and its equivalent.
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MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT AFP COMMAND AND
MAJOR IN DEVELOPMENT AND
GENERAL STAFF
SECURITY BATCH 8
COLLEGE

01-Feb-15

31-May-17

The Master in Public Management major in Development and
Security (MPM DevSec) and the Armed Forces of the
Philippines Command and General Staff College (AFPCGSC) is
a joint program of the Development Academy of the
Philippines (DAP) and the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP)
through the approval of the Department Circular Nr 5. It is
crafted as a twinning program for the mandatory mid career
course of AFP officers before they are promoted to "06"
position. The intensive degree programs seek to build the
competencies of future leaders within the overarching
framework of development and security. The program believes
that enduring peace and prosperity can be achieved only by
melding and balancing the relevant and key substantive subfields of national security and national development into a
focused, single-minded, and reasonably coherent whole.

144

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT AFP COMMAND AND
MAJOR IN DEVELOPMENT AND
GENERAL STAFF
SECURITY BATCH 9
COLLEGE

22-Feb-16

31-Mar-17

The Master in Public Management major in Development and
Security (MPM DevSec) and the Armed Forces of the
Philippines Command and General Staff College (AFPCGSC) is
a joint program of the Development Academy of the
Philippines (DAP) and the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP)
through the approval of the Department Circular Nr 5. It is
crafted as a twinning program for the mandatory mid career
course of AFP officers before they are promoted to "06"
position. The intensive degree programs seek to build the
competencies of future leaders within the overarching
framework of development and security. The program believes
that enduring peace and prosperity can be achieved only by
melding and balancing the relevant and key substantive subfields of national security and national development into a
focused, single-minded, and reasonably coherent whole.
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CERTIFICATE COURSE ON
PERSONAL EFFICACY AND
LEADERSHIP - REGION 2

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WELFARE AND
DEVELOPMENT - FIELD
OFFICE II

01-Feb-16

31-Mar-17

This is a three (3) units academic course focused on leadership,
which moves and steers organizations, groups and programs to
perform successfully and with relevance. A leader is similar to a
ship captain or an airplane pilot who consciously takes the
vessel safely to its destination and sustains the trust and
confidence of his passengers. The ship captain and the airline
pilot normally reach their levels/positions over time, through
continuous learning both formal and non-formal, development
of personal strengths, improvement of personal character and
integrity, and actual experiences involving crises and
development opportunities and challenges in the environment.
This course can be credited into three-unit Core subject of the
Master of Public Management, major in Health Systems and
Development, provided that the participant has: (1) complete
attendance in the program, and (2) submitted all needed
course requirements.

146

CERTIFICATE COURSE ON
PERSONAL EFFICACY AND
LEADERSHIP - REGION 3

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WELFARE AND
DEVELOPMENT - FIELD
OFFICE III

01-Feb-16

31-Jan-17

Certificate Course on Personal Efficacy and Leadership
(CCPEL). This is a three (3) units academic course focused on
leadership, which moves and steers organizations, groups and
programs to perform successfully and with relevance. A leader
is similar to a ship captain or an airplane pilot who consciously
takes the vessel safely to its destination and sustains the trust
and confidence of his passengers. The ship captain and the
airline pilot normally reach their levels/positions over time,
through continuous learning both formal and non-formal,
development of personal strengths, improvement of personal
character and integrity, and actual experiences involving
crises and development opportunities and challenges in the
environment. This course can be credited into three-unit Core
subject of the Master of Public Management, major in Health
Systems and Development, provided that the participant has:
(1) complete attendance in the program, and (2) submitted all
needed course requirements.

147

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PUBLIC SECTOR
REMEDIAL READMISSION
PROGRAM

01-Apr-15

30-Jun-16

The project aims to conduct remedial readmission for the
public managers aimed to implement programs and projects
within their areas of responsibilities and agencies.

148

MIDDLE LEVEL MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
DEVELOPMENT COURSE FOR
AGRARIAN REFORM
PARPOS, SUPERVISORY TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR MARPOS AND
TRAINING COURSE FOR THE PBDS
OF DAR

01-Feb-15

31-Dec-16

The Training Course will cater to 1,067 middle-level and seniorlevel manager officials of DAR, specifically 128 Provincial
Agrarian Reform Program Officers (PARPOs), 739 Municipal
Agrarian Reform Officers (MAROs) and a pilot tentative 200
Program Beneficiaries Development (PBDs). It will seek to
enhance the capability of managers of DAR to implement the
reforms initiatives of the agency. It will run for two years, starting
2014.
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MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT NATIONAL
MAJOR IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT CONVERGENCE
BATCH 3
INITIATIVE-DAR, DENR,
DA

01-May-15

31-May-17

A strategic way of enhancing the convergence is to roll out a
formal academic program at the field supervisors,
technical/program staff and administrators of the three rural
oriented line agencies so that they can acquire the relevant
enterprise, political, managerial and technical skills for an ISRD.
This program is called the Masters of Public Management,
major in Rural Development (MPM-RD)

150

MASTER IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT CARD-MRI
MAJOR IN MICROFINANCE DEVELOPMENT
BATCH 4
INSTITUTE, INC. (CMDI)

01-Jan-16

30-Sep-17

The program intends to assess and strengthen the leadership
and managerial acumen of the designated personnel of
CARD MRI as well as other Microfinance practitioners like SEDP,
Inc., reinforcing their knowledge in microfinance practices.

151

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FOR THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT OF MISAMIS ORIENTAL,
NORTHERN MINDANAO

DTI-REGION 10 &
CONGRESSMAN PETER
M. UNABIA

01-Feb-12

31-Mar-16

The project aims to undertake the implementation of the
Strategic Development Plan Class composed through a series
of workshops leading to the formulation of the Strategic
Development Plan for the First Congressional District of Misamis
Oriental.

152

CERTIFICATE COURSE WITH
SPECIALIZATION IN COMMUNITY
AND AREA DEVELOPMENT,
RESILLENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
LEADING TO MASTERS IN
PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
MANAGEMENT

CBCP-NASSA/CARITAS
FILIPINAS FOUNDATION,
INC.

01-Aug-16

31-Oct-17

The Certificate Course with Specialization in Community and
Area Development, Resilience and Sustainability leading to
Masters in Productivity and Quality Management seeks to
cultivate development managers and leaders who can help
communities become more resilient in a way that they are
inspired to co-determine, with other stakeholders, a future of
inclusive growth and development of the people, the
economy and environment.

153

STRENGTHENING PARTNERSHIP
WITH APO

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-May-16

31-Dec-16

Implementation of APO sponsored in-country project activities
in support to NPO productivity programs.

154

NATIONAL FOLLOW-UP
PROGRAM TO THE WORKSHOP
ON DEVELOPING AND
STRENGTHENING CONSULTING
CAPACITIES OF NPOS

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Mar-16

23-Jun-16

The project is a National Follow-up Program (NFP) to the APO
Workshop on Developing and Strengthening Consulting
Capacities of NPOs held in August 2015 at Taipei, China. The
NFP aims to enhance the capability of DAP consultants in
providing consulting services in areas related to productivity
through sharing of knowledge and best practices on consulting
services, especially in critical areas that make any consulting
endeavor successful.

155

LOCALIZING ASIAN
PRODUCTIVITY ORGANIZATION
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE (APOCOE) 2016

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Mar-16

30-Dec-16

156

APO-DEVELOPMENT OF
PRODUCTIVITY PRACTITIONERSBASIC COURSE

PUBLIC SECTOR

25-Apr-16

30-Sep-16

The project aims to increase the number of public sector
organizations adopting the BE framework. It specifically aims to
continue and strengthen assistance in capability-building on
performance excellence of public sector organizations; to
promote a culture of excellence among public sector
organizations and to increase the number of public sector
organizations adopting the Total Quality Management (TQM)
/Public Sector Excellence (PSE) framework, as a practical
model to operationalize the APO-COE program.
The program has been designed to develop the competencies
of participants from APO-member countries as productivity
practitioners

157

E-LEARNING COURSE ON TPM
APPLICATION IN SMES

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Aug-16

30-Dec-16

To train productivity trainers and consultants as well a SME
CEOs and managers with practical knowledge of TPM
applications.
Provide opportunities to study basic theory and the main pillars
, steps, and tools in TPM with actual practice in a factory

158

TRAINING COURSES ON
PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
TOOLS

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Feb-16

30-Dec-16

In line with DAP’s role and commitment as the National
Productivity Organization (NPO), it offers training courses on
basic productivity and quality tools. This is also in consonance
with the ASEAN integration and the government’s initiative to
make products and services more competitive and at par with
global standards. As the NPO, the promotion of productivity
and quality tools to as many organizations in the country is
among DAP’s contribution to national development.

159

PQA APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT COURSE

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Feb-16

15-Aug-16

This project is in line with the current administration's call for a
more responsible, citizen-centric public service delivery. There is
a pressing need to heighten awareness and build individual
and institutional capabilities in public sector agencies on the
adoption of the PQA framework for organizational/business
excellence.

160

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE DND

DEPARTMENT OF
NATIONAL DEFENSE

01-Oct-15

30-Aug-16

The project aims to facilitate the development of a QMS
certifiable to ISO 9001:2008 for the DND

161

ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING ON
5S GOOD HOUSEKEEPING FOR
THE JAPAN INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION AGENCYCOTABATO

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
AGENCY - COTABATO
PROJECT OFFICE

22-Aug-16

07-Oct-16

The training on 5S is designed to set the foundation. As such, it
will cover an assessment to determine how the 5S Good
Housekeeping principles and applications can be fully
embedded in the organizational culture of JICA-CPO to
improve workplace organization and consequently, their
performance.

162

GOVERNMNET EXCELLENCE
CLASS

DEPARTMENT OF
BUDGET AND
MANAGEMENT

02-Nov-16

31-Dec-17

The GEC aims to promote BE self-assessment for performance
improvement; broaden the sharing and adoption of best
practices among government organizations; and recognize
commendable public sector organizations on the bases of
validated improvement action plan and self-assessment results.

163

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF ORIENTAL
MINDORO AND BATASANG
PANLALAWIGAN

PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF
ORIENTAL MINDORO

15-Mar-14

31-May-16

1. The Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 2011-2016 directs all
Public Sector Organizations to adopt the ISO 9001:2008 QMS.
The Provincial Government of Oriental Mindoro's thrust to
improve productivity and effectiveness of local systems and to
elicit stronger work commitment of its employees towards
better quality of life for its constituents.

164

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
OF QUEZON CITY

LOCAL GOVERMENTOF
QUEZON CITY

01-Apr-15

30-May-16

The Local Government of Quezon City's thrust to improve local
government's productivity and effectiveness of local systems
and to elicit stronger work commitment of its employees
towards better quality of life for its constituents.

165

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF APAYAO

PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF
APAYAO

01-Oct-15

31-Dec-17

In consideration of the organizational needs of the Provincial
Government of Apayao (PGA), the project aims to provide
appropriate interventions to facilitate the development and
installation of a quality management system (QMS) certifiable
to ISO 9001:2008.

166

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF CAMARINES
SUR SANGGUNIANG
PANLALAWIGAN

PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT OF
CAMARINES SUR
(SANGGUNIANG
PANLALAWIGAN)

01-Mar-16

15-Dec-16

The project aims to provide the Provincial Government of
Camarines Sur, particularly its legislative branch, the
Sangguniang Panlalawigan, with appropriate interventions to
facilitate the development of a quality management system
(QMS) certifiable to ISO 9001:2008.

167

SCOPE EXPANSION OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PHILIPPINES PUBLIC
SAFETY COLLEGE

PHILIPPINE PUBLIC
SAFETY COLLEGE

10-Aug-16

01-Dec-16

Provision of training and technical assistance to the PPSC for
the expansion of the Quality Management System Scope to
the Jail Management and Penology Training Institute (JMPTI)
and the National Forensic Science Training Institute (NSFTI)

168

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE ARMED FORCES OF THE
PHIL
ORGANIZATIONAL
PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE
THROUGH THE GOVERNMENT
EXCELLENCE CLASS WITH SPECIAL
FOCUS ON CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONS
ACCREDITATION PROCESS IN
SUPPORT OF PANTAWID PAMILYA
AND OTHER GOVERNMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

ARMED FORCES OF THE
PHILIPPINES
PROCUREMENT
SERVICE
DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WELFARE AND
DEVELOPMENT

01-Mar-14

31-May-16

The project aims to facilitate the development of Quality
Management System (QMS) certifiable to ISO 9001:2008 for
AFPPS.

21-Jun-16

31-Mar-17

In conjunction with the commitment of the Department of
Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) Central Office to
performance excellence, its thrust to improve government痴
productivity and effectiveness, and to create a culture of
excellence, this project provides technical services to the
DSWD on organizational performance excellence through the
Government Excellence Class (GEC), with Special Focus on
CSO Accreditation Process in Support of Pantawid Pamilya and
Other Government Development Programs.

ORGANIZATIONAL
CLARK INTERNATIONAL
TRANSFORMATION OF THE CLARK AIRPORT
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
CORPORATION
CORPORATION TOWARDS
PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE

26-May-14

31-May-16

The project aims to provide mechanisms for the alignment and
integration of various approaches and systems necessary for
the transformation of CIAC towards performance excellence.

169

170

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PHIL AMUSEMENT AND
GAMING CORPORATION
PREPARATORY COURSES FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF ISO 9001:2015
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR THE TOLL REGULATORY
BOARD

PHILIPPINE AMUSEMENT
AND GAMING
CORPORATION

01-May-14

30-Jul-16

DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION-TOLL
REGULATORY BOARD

07-Nov-16

31-Mar-17

173

TRAINING COURSE ON WORK
IMPROVEMENT TEAMS FOR THE
PHILIPPINE COMMISSION ON
WOMEN

PHILIPPINE
COMMISSION ON
WOMEN

04-Nov-15

29-Feb-16

The course aims to improve the capability of selected
employees of the PCW on the disciplined approach to
problem solving for continuous improvement.

174

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PROVISION OF ENTRY
AND EXIT OF THE BUREAU OF
IMMIGRATION

DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE-BUREAU OF
IMMIGRATION

16-Jan-13

30-Oct-16

Establish and implement a quality management system that is
certifiable to ISO 9001:2008 in Bureau of Immigration, covering
the Provision of Entry and Exit Formalities (Primary Inspection)
process.

175

PUBLIC OFFERING ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR 2016

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Jan-16

31-Jan-17

The project aims to provide the necessary knowledge and skills
to various GOCCs, NLAs and SUCs to equip them in establishing
a Quality Management System that is Certifiable to the ISO
9001:2008 Standard.

176

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS TO ISO
9001:2008 FOR THE CFO

COMMISSION ON
FILIPINOS OVERSEAS

01-Dec-15

30-Jun-17

The project aims to facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015
QMS for the CFO.

177

BUREAU OF TREASURY DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2015
FOR THE BUREAU OF TREASURY

DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE-BUREAU OF
TREASURY

01-Jan-16

31-Mar-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015 QMS for the BTr.

178

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL
MANAGEMENT STAFF

PRESIDENTIAL
MANAGEMENT STAFF
(PMS)

01-Jul-14

31-Mar-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the Completed Staff Work (CSW)
Process of the Presidential Management Staff (PMS).

171

172

The project aims to facilitate the development of PAGCORQuality Management System (QMS) certifiable to GQMSS/ISO
9001:2008 for the Philippine Amusement and Gaming
Corporation.
The project aims to develop the capability of selected officials
and staff of the TRB in the preparation of the new requirements
of ISO 9001:2015 QMS.

179

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE NATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

NATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

26-Sep-16

15-Aug-17

The project aims to facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015
QMS covering the processes: Issuance of TypeApproval/Acceptance Certificate by the Equipment Standard
Division, Issuance of New Radio Station License of Public
Telecom Carrier by the Network and Facilities Division and
Issuance of Renewal of Radio Station License of Public Telecom
Carrier by the Regional Offices.

180

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PROVISION OF
COMPLETED STAFF WORK OF THE
ARMM-OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL
GOVERNOR

AUTONOMOUS REGION
IN MUSLIM MINDANAO
- OFFICE OF THE
REGIONAL GOV

01-Dec-14

31-Jan-16

The project aims to enhance ARMM-ORG’s Completed Staff
Work (CSW) process through the establishment of a Quality
Management System (QMS) certifiable to ISO 9001:2008.

181

DEVELOPMENT OF A QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE NATIONAL HOUSING
AUTHORITY
DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE BUKIDNON STATE
UNIVERSITY (BSU)

NATIONAL HOUSING
AUTHORITY

30-Nov-14

15-Jun-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the NHA.

BUKIDNON STATE
UNIVERSITY

01-Sep-14

30-Oct-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the BSU for the provision / delivery of
instruction services for selected colleges / departments.

183

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE COMMISSION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS

COMMISSION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS

12-Nov-15

30-Dec-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 QMS for the CHR.

184

DEVELOPMENT OF A QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE DENR

DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

01-Dec-14

11-Apr-17

The project aims to provide necessary interventions to facilitate
the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management
System at the Department of Environment and Natural
Resources.

185

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE JOHN HAY
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

JOHN HAY
MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION (JHMC)

30-Jan-15

30-May-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System covering the John Hay Management
System

182

186

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR CENTRAL LUZON STATE
UNIVERSITY

CENTRAL LUZON STATE
UNIVERSITY

01-Mar-15

30-Apr-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for CLSU.

187

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTHERN PHILIPPINES

UNIVERSITY OF
NORTHERN PHILIPPINES

15-Aug-16

30-Apr-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015 QMS covering the
processes such as curriculum development, admission,
management of learning, and graduation of UNP’s College of
Business Administration and Accountancy.

188

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE

DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE

26-Jan-16

30-Jan-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 QMS for the DOF.

189

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE DFA

DEPARTMENT OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

01-Mar-15

30-Dec-16

To support one of DFA’s vision of being the “prime agency of
government responsible for the pursuit of the State's foreign
policy and the nerve center for a Foreign Service worthy of the
trust and pride of every Filipino”, the Development Academy
of the Philippines (DAP) is proposing the project “Development
of a Quality Management System (QMS) Certifiable to ISO
9001:2008 for the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA)

190

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE BJMP

DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE-BUREAU OF
JAIL MANAGEMENT
AND PENOLOGY
(BJMP)

05-Jun-14

30-Oct-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System covering the Jail Management System of
the Bureau of Jail Management and Penology (BJMP) located
at 144 Mindanao Avenue, Project 8, Quezon City.

191

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE LAND REGISTRATION
AUTHORITY (LRA)

DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE-LAND
REGISTRATION
AUTHORITY

05-Oct-15

31-Mar-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 QMS for the LRA
covering the issuance of decrees of registration, certificates of
titles and registration documents, patents and other land
transactions for the benefit of the landowner within the LRA’s
Central Office and the Registry of Deeds in Quezon City.

192

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
ARMY SIGNAL
MANUAL CERTIFIABLE TO ISO
REGIMENT (ASR) (P)
9001:2008 FOR THE ARMY SIGNAL
REGIMENT

01-Jan-16

30-Nov-16

The project aims to facilitate the expansion of the ISO 9001:
2008 certified QMS of PA-MFO to include the ASR (P) in its
scope. Specifically, the project shall:

193

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE DPWH IN ARMM

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS AND
HIGHWAYS - ARMM

01-Aug-15

30-Dec-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the DPWH-ARMM.

194

EXPANSION OF THE ISO 9001:2008 DEPARTMENT OF
CERTIFIED QUALITY
PUBLIC WORKS AND
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF THE
HIGHWAYS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
AND HIGHWAYS

01-Oct-15

30-Aug-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to:
a. Broaden the scope of the ISO 9001:2008 certified QMS of
DPWH, to include all the remaining Regional Offices, another
fourteen (14) DEOs, and all the five (5) Unified Project
Management Office (UPMO) Clusters;
b. Review the existing QMS documentation to ensure the
completeness and adequacy for the expanded scope;
c. Enhance the capability on ISO-QMS documentation and
implementation among concerned key officers and staff of the
ROs, DEOs and PMOs; and,
d. Determine the readiness status prior to 3rd party certification
audit for the expanded scope.

195

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PHILIPPINE INSTITUTE OF
VOLCANOLOGY AND
SEISMOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF
SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGYPHILIPPINE INSTITUTE OF
VOLCANOLOGY AND
SEISMOLOGY

01-Feb-16

30-Sep-16

The propject aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 QMS for
PHIVOLCS.

196

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE DSWD FIELD OFFICES 1,
CAR AND CARAGA AND
CAPABILITY BUILDING OF THE
STANDARDS BUREAU

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WELFARE AND
DEVELOPMENT

01-Jun-15

31-Jul-16

The project aims to provide necessary interventions to facilitate
the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management
System at the DSWD Field Offices 1, CAR and CARAGA.

197

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PHILIPPINE RETIREMENT
AUTHORITY

PHILIPPINE RETIREMENT
AUTHORITY

01-Apr-15

31-Dec-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the provision of services to attract
foreign nationals and former Filipino citizens to invest, reside
and retire in the Philippines.

198

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE SOCIAL HOUSING
FINANCE CORPORATION

SOCIAL HOUSING
FINANCE
CORPORATION

22-Jun-15

31-Mar-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the SHFC.

199

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE LOCAL WATER UTILITIES
ADMINISTRATION (LWUA)

LOCAL WATER UTILITIES
ADMINISTRATION

22-Jun-16

30-Jan-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 QMS for the LWUA.

200

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE LGU BACNOTAN

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
OF BACNOTAN

21-Oct-16

31-Jul-17

In consideration of the LGU Bacnotan’s organizational needs,
the project aims to facilitate the establishment of a QMS
certifiable to ISO 9001:2015 Standard.

201

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE METROPOLITAN NAGA
WATER DISTRICT

NAGA WATER DISTRICT

28-Oct-16

31-May-17

The project aims to facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015
QMS for the MNWD’s management, operations and support
processes.

202

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PHILIPPINE COCONUT
AUTHORITY

PHILIPPINE COCONUT
AUTHORITY

15-Nov-16

02-May-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015 QMS for the PCA
covering the full scope of PCA’s service processes such as
production, research and development, market development,
and regulatory services within the PCA’s central office.

203

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OF THE PHILIPPINES
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF
THE PHILIPPINES

01-Dec-16

31-May-17

The project aims to facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015
QMS for the NAP’s management, operations and support
processes.

204

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
NATIONAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
COMMISSION FOR
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
CULTURE AND THE ARTS
FOR THE NATIONAL COMMISSION
FOR CULTURE AND THE ARTS

01-Oct-16

30-Sep-17

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015 QMS for the NCCA
covering its core processes, namely: policy development,
coordination, and grant processing and releasing.

205

TRAINING COURSE IN
INNOVATIVE AGRICULTURAL
EXTENSION SYSTEM TO IMPROVE
FARM PRODUCTIVITY AND
INCOME

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Apr-16

30-Sep-16

Addressing new challenges in agriculture require Agricultural
Extension Systems (AES) to play an Extended role in linking
farmers more effectively to the market, coupling technology
transfer with other services relating to input and output
markets, environmental conservation, promoting rural
entrepreneurship, building the capacity to strengthen
innovation processes, and institutional development to support
the bargaining position of farmers. To meet these multiple
challenges, there is a need to promote innovative AES among
the APO member countries.

206

E-LEARNING COURSE ON VALUE
ADDITION TO AGRIFOOD

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Jul-16

31-Dec-16

207

E-LEARNING COURSE ON
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES IN
MARKETING OF AGRIFOOD
PRODUCTS

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Aug-16

30-Nov-16

To acquaint participants with recent developments and in new
tools and techniques in value addition to agricultural products
for optimizing the use of raw materials, reducing waste, and
increasing productivity and profitability of enterprises.
To ensure that reasonable prices for agricultural produce are
received by farmers, there is a need to promote marketing
models that involve no or fewer middlemen and rationalize
their roles. Examples of such models include direct marketing,
e-marketing or online marketing, and agricultural
cooperatives. Those embracing these emerging models still
need to undertake numerous interconnected activities
required for successful marketing such as planning production,
growing, harvesting, grading, packing, transport, storage,
processing, distribution, advertising, and sales. They must
understand the basics of developing marketing strategies for
their products and buyer requirements, both in terms of
product and business conditions

208

DEVELOPMENT OF A
MONITORING AND EVALUATION
(M&E) MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR THE NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL AND FISHERY
COUNCIL (NAFC) (PHASE I)

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURENATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL AND
FISHERY COUNCIL

01-Dec-13

17-Apr-17

The two phases of this project aim to enhance the NAFC’s
capacity to perform its secretariat work as mandated by AFMA
and to assist the DA in the broad-based monitoring and
evaluation of the agriculture and fisheries modernization
process.

209

EXPANSION OF QMS CERTIFIABLE
TO ISO 9001;2008 FOR SELECTED
REGIONAL TRAINING CENTERS OF
THE AGRICULTURAL TRAINING
INSTITUTE

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTUREAGRICULTURAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE

15-Jul-14

15-Jul-16

210

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE NATIONAL DAIRY
AUTHORITY

211

212

The project aims to broaden the scope of ATI’s QMS certifiable
to ISO 9001:2008 to include selected RTCs based on applicable
standards/framework suitable to its operations covering
training and support services in the regions.

NATIONAL DAIRY
AUTHORITY

15-Dec-14

30-Dec-16

The project aims to assess and enhance NDA’s current
management systems based on applicable
standards/framework, i.e., the Government Quality
Management Systems Standards (GQMSS) and ISO 9001:2008
Quality Management System standards suitable to NDA’s
operations covering breeding services, animal health, market
assistance, and research and development.

PARTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE
IN AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES
DEVELOPMENT: AN EVALUATION
STUDY OF PCAF'S CONSULTATIVE
BODIES

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTUREPHILIPPINE COUNCIL
FOR AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES (PCAF)

01-Jun-15

31-Oct-16

The NAF Council, together with its network of AFCs and NSCs
representing both government and largely the private sector,
serves as the participatory governance mechanism of the
Department of Agriculture (DA) towards agriculture and
fisheries development. Results of the evaluation study will be
used primarily by PCAF as basis for assessing government
interventions particularly for participatory governance
mechanism. Moreover, conducting an evaluation study on the
NSCs and AFCs will help identify indicators and benchmark
practices which will serve as critical input for monitoring and
evaluation of the effectiveness of these consultative bodies.

CONDUCT OF PRE-FEASIBILITY
STUDY ON THE RURAL DAIRY
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT(RDIDP): A BUSINESS
CASE STUDY OF SELECTED RDIDP
SITE

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

01-Apr-16

31-Jan-17

The RDIDP’s primary goal is to contribute in increasing the
productivity of the agriculture sector particularly the livestockdairy sub-sector and by doing so accelerate the development
of the Philippine dairy industry. This is in line with the thrust of the
National Dairy Authority (NDA) to improve food security
through the availability of locally produced milk in the market
and increase rural income of farmers.

213

REVIEW OF LAWS AND
REGULATIONS TO ENHANCE
POLICY ENVIRONMENT TOWARDS
AGRICULTURE AND FISHEREIES
MODERNIZATION

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTUREPHILIPPINE COUNCIL
FOR AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES (PCAF)

01-Jun-16

30-Jun-17

The project was commissioned by the Philippine Council for
Agirculture and Fisheries in line with its mandate to:
a) Coordinate the crafting and implementation of agriculture
and fisheries-focused policies and programs toward integrating
and harmonizing into whole;
b) Identify policy contradictions and gaps, program and
function overlaps between and among institutions, program
and policy implementation weaknesses;
c) Bring policy contradictions and gaps, program and function
overlaps to the attention of authorities, and with the agency
stakeholders in both private sector and government to
formulate and recommend measures to address these
problems.

214

DEVELOPEMNT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE NATIONAL TOBACCO
ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL TOBACCO
ADMINISTRATION

01-Oct-15

30-Sep-16

The project aims to provide the necessary interventions to
facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management System for the NTA.

215

DEVELOPMENT OF QMS
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE NATIONAL IRRIGATION
ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL IRRIGATION
ADMINISTRATION

01-Feb-16

30-Nov-16

The project aims to assess and enhance NIA’s current
management systems based on applicable
standards/framework, i.e., the Government Quality
Management Systems Standards (GQMSS) and ISO 9001:2008
QMS standards suitable to all major functions of NIA.

216

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE PHILIPPINE FISHERIES
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
(PFDA)

PHILIPPINE FISHERIES
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY

15-Feb-15

30-Sep-16

The project aims to assess and enhance PFDA’s current
management systems based on applicable
standards/framework, i.e., the Government Quality
Management Systems Standards (GQMSS) and ISO 9001:2008
Quality Management System standards suitable to PFDA’s
operations covering fish port management, post-harvest
facilities establishment, leasing and training services.

217

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
SURVEY FOR PHILIPPINE FISHERIES
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

PHILIPPINE FISHERIES
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY

01-Feb-16

31-Oct-16

The project was commissioned by the Philippine Fisheries
Development Authority (PFDA)in line with its initiative to
improve the productivity and effectiveness of their current
systems, and to elicit a stronger link between work commitment
of its employees to meet customer requirements. The project is
also being done in compliance with the Governance
Commission for GOCC's requirement for a third party customer
satisfaction survey for all GOCCs.

218

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS)
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2008
FOR THE HUDCC

HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATING
COUNCIL

15-Oct-15

30-Jun-17

In consideration of the organizational needs of the HUDCC, the
project aims to provide appropriate interventions to facilitate
the development and installation of a quality management
system (QMS) certifiable to ISO 9001:2008.

219

DEVELOPING THE MSMED PLAN
FOR 2017-2022

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE
AND INDUSTRY

03-Oct-16

31-Mar-17

The project aims to prepare the successor MSMED Plan for
2017-2022 and recommend enhancement on the MSMED M&E
system.

220

INNOVATION LABORATORY

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Jun-16

30-Dec-16

The Philippine government has been facing challenges that
potentially need new ideas to resolve the issues. Changing
citizen expectations, policy challenges, global trends, fiscal
pressure and technological changes are just some of the issues
that should drive the government sector to extract and apply
innovative ideas in its existing system. In most cases, many
approaches have already been applied to resolve prevalent
issues but a new idea has the potential to resolve them. Thus, it
is high time to introduce the innovation laboratory. Through the
program, innovation thinking will be promoted and
encouraged among government agencies. Innovation is the
generation and application of new ideas. It is not simply
coming up with ideas, but also integrating them with the
existing system and processes, and monitoring the results.

221

DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIABLE TO ISO 9001:2015
FOR THE PHILIPPINE STATISTICS

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

01-Feb-17

31-Dec-17

The Philippine government has been facing challenges that
potentially need new ideas to resolve the issues. Changing
citizen expectations, policy challenges, global trends, fiscal
pressure and technological changes are just some of the issues
that should drive the government sector to extract and apply
innovative ideas in its existing system. In most cases, many
approaches have already been applied to resolve prevalent
issues but a new idea has the potential to resolve them. Thus, it
is high time to introduce the innovation laboratory. Through the
program, innovation thinking will be promoted and
encouraged among government agencies. Innovation is the
generation and application of new ideas. It is not simply
coming up with ideas, but also integrating them with the
existing system and processes, and monitoring the results.

222

GOVERNMENT QUALITY
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
ADVOCACY AND CAPABILITY
BUILDING PROJECTS FOR 2016

DEPARTMENT OF
BUDGET AND
MANAGEMENT

02-Nov-16

30-Dec-17

The project aims to facilitate the establishment of ISO 9001:2015
QMS for the PSA’s management, operations and support
processes.

223

MODERNIZING GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

15-Jan-16

31-Dec-16

The Modernizing Government Regulations (MGR) Program is a
comprehensive national regulatory reform program being
implemented by the Development Academy of the Philippines
(DAP) in cooperation with the National Economic and
Development Authority (NEDA). The MGR Program is among
the different government initiatives that aim to improve the
regulatory environment in the Philippines.

224

EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE
AGENDA OF MAKILALA NORTH
COTABATO

PUBLIC SECTOR

15-Aug-16

30-Sep-16

The technical assistance is implemented to assist the LGU in
capacitating its officials and staff on formulation of Executive
and Legislative Agenda. Expected output is the draft 2016-2021
Executive and Legislative Agenda of Makilala, North
Cotabato. The scope of work is to conduct a 4-day training on
ELA formulation and provide coaching/mentoring in
completing the ELA. Completion Report is to be submitted that
contains training and coaching highlights on ELA formulation
and recommendations.

225

COURSE ON EFFECTIVE
TECHNICAL WRITING

PUBLIC SECTOR

28-Sep-16

15-Oct-16

This three-day training program is designed to equip the
participants with essential writing competence founded on
principles of effective communication. With DAP’s brand of
experiential learning methodology, the program will offer a
variety of writing opportunities within the public service context
to enhance the communicative knowledge, skill and ability of
the trainees.

226

TRAINING ON RA 9184 WITH
PUBLIC SECTOR
UPDATES ON APCPI AND OPPCIS

15-Oct-16

15-Nov-16

1) Discuss the salient provisions of R. A. 9184 for the
Procurement of Goods, Civil Works, and Consulting Services;
2) Provide the most applicable methods of procurement in
Goods, Civil Works and Consulting; and
3) Present an update on the Implementing Rules and
Regulations (IRR), Agency Procurement Compliance and
Performance Indicators (APCPI) and its On-Line Procurement
Performance and Compliance Indicator System (OPPCIS).

227

TRAINING COURSE ON THE
FORMULATION OF EXECUTIVE
AND LEGISLATIVE AGENDA OF
MAKILALA, NORTH COTABATO

PUBLIC SECTOR

10-Nov-16

31-Mar-17

228

TRAINING ON RA 9184

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Mar-16

30-Apr-17

The technical assistance is implemented to assist the LGU in
capacitating its officials and staff on formulation of Executive
and Legislative Agenda. Expected output is the draft 2016-2021
Executive and Legislative Agenda of Makilala, North
Cotabato. The scope of work is to conduct a 4-day training on
ELA formulation and provide coaching/mentoring in
completing the ELA. Completion Report is to be submitted that
contains training and coaching highlights on ELA formulation
and recommendations.
Training on the salient provisions of RA 9184

229

TRAINING COURSE ON
COACHING AND MENTORING

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Jul-16

30-Aug-16

This course seeks to provide the leverage of developing quality
mentoring and coaching skills of individuals who hold such
significant roles of guiding their constituents in their respective
working fields. The course aims to capture the basic principles
and theoretical applications of coaching and mentoring to the
learners.

230

COURSE ON BRIDGING
LEADERSHIP, SUPERVISION &
MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC SECTOR

01-Jun-16

30-Sep-16

The organizations where the 20 training participants belong
have enhanced capacities in supervising and managing
people.

231

PROGRESS AND PROCESS
DEPARTMENT OF
MONITORING AGRARIAN
AGRARIAN REFORMREFORM COMMUNITY
REGION XIII-ARCCESS
CONNECTIVITY AND ECONOMIC
SUPPORT SERVICES(ARCCESS) IN
REGION XIII

15-Jun-13

30-Apr-17

The ARCCESS is a support service delivery mechanism of the
DAP that was created to contribute to the overall goal of rural
poverty reduction especially in agrarian reform areas.
ARCCESS shall build on the capacity of ARBOs to manage the
production, post-harvest and processing needs of their
individual members so that they are able to consolidate their
farm produce, and in the process, be able to reach
economies of scale. DAR NAPCO’s monitoring role will be
supplemented by firms that will be hired to conduct a specific
function, that is, to conduct progress and process monitoring.
The engagement entails assessing service delivery of firms hired
to provide agri extension, business development, and CEBO
training to ensure successful ARCCESS implementation.

232

PROGRESS AND PROCESS
DEPARTMENT OF
MONITORING AGRARIAN
AGRARIAN REFORMREFORM COMMUNITY
BUKIDNON PROVINCE
CONNECTIVITY AND ECONOMIC
SUPPORT SERVICES (ARCCESS) IN
BUKIDNON PROVINCE

15-Dec-14

31-Dec-16

233

PARICIPATORY GOVERNANCE IN DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES
AGRICULTUREDEVELOPMENT
PHILIPPINE COUNCIL
FOR AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES (PCAF)

01-Feb-16

18-Mar-16

234

CONDUCT OF PROJECT
ASSESSMENT ON SELAP-2
SELECTED COMPLETED SUBPROJECTS

16-Aug-15

30-Jan-16

The DAR National ARCCESS Program Coordinating Office
(NAPCO) is the lead unit that monitors progress and manages
the delivery of ARCCESS results based on the project’s logical
framework. DAP NAPCO staff and their counterparts at the
regional and provincial levels have clearly-defined monitoring
roles and responsibilities. DAR NAPCO’s monitoring role will be
supplemented by firms that will be hired to conduct a specific
function, that is, to conduct progress and process monitoring.
The engagement entails assessing service delivery of firms hired
to provide agri extension, business development, and CEBO
training to ensure successful ARCCESS implementation.
The study generally aims to assess the performance of PCAF
Consultative bodies (i.e. NAFC, the National Sectoral
Committees & sub-committees, and Agriculture & Fisheries
Council (AFC) relative to their contribution in attaining PCAF’s
mandate and to some extent in the development of the
Agriculture and Fisheries sector.
To assess the impact/result of the implementation of the five (5)
SELAP II Completed Sub-projects in all the DA-XI partner
cooperatives/Farmers’ Organizations (FOs) and LGUs

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE RFO XI

235

THE NATURAL RESOURCES AND
VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF
THE ANCESTRAL DOMAIN SITE OF
THE APO GOVERNANCE AND
INDEGENOUS LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY

236

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ACADEMY

The scope of the study is the AGILA site (200 hectares) and the
2,973.10 hectares of ancestral domain of the TagabawaBagobo tribe, with Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title No.
R12-Mak-1204-027. The actual site is in Batasan, Makilala, South
Cotabato. In terms of limitations, the study will exclude any
activity that will not be allowed by the tribe based on ethnic,
cultural, religious or social realities, such as visit to sacred sites
reserved only for certain types of individuals or visit to some
areas where there are security and related threats.
In support of its thrusts and mission, the DAP through its
Mindanao Office is proposing the project: Development of a
Quality Management System Certifiable to ISO 9001:2015 for
the Western Mindanao State University (WMSU). The ISO 9001
shall provide a globally recognized standard that would
transform WMSU current management system to a certified
quality management system.

25-Jul-16

31-Mar-17

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON
WESTERN MINDANAO
ESTABLISHING ISO:9001:2015STATE UNIVERSITY
GOVERNMENT QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
STANDARD WESTERN MINDANAO
STATE UNIVERSITY

01-Aug-16

01-Jan-17

237

BRIDGING LEADERSHIP AND
TECHNICAL
PROJECT MANAGEMENT COURSE EDUCATION AND SKILLS
FOR CTECS OF REGION XI
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY

08-Nov-16

31-Mar-17

A three-day residential training for the Community Technical
Education Coordinators (CTECs) of the LGUs and TESDA of
Region XI

238

COURSE ON ISO 9001:2015
DEPARTMENT OF
REQUIREMENTS AND
TRANSPORTATIONDOCUMENTATION-GOVERNMENT MARINA
QUALITY SYSTEM AND COURSE
ON EFFECTIVE TECHNICAL
WRITING FOR THE MARINA
REGION XI

10-Nov-16

30-Nov-16

A three-day training program on effective technical writing
designed to equip the participants with essential writing
competence founded on principles of effective
communication. With DAP’s brand of experiential learning
methodology, the program will offer a variety of writing
opportunities within the public service context to enhance the
communicative knowledge, skill and ability of the trainees.

239

ASSESSMENT OF BUSINESS
REGISTRATION PROCESSES IN
ZAMBOANGA

MS. OFELIA TEMPLO ICMA-SURGE

15-Dec-15

30-Apr-16

240

ASSESSMENT AND 2016-2020
STRATEGIC DIRECTION SETTING
FOR SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES
AUTHORITY (SPDA)

SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY (SPDA)

15-Dec-15

15-Feb-16

241

COURSE ON TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION FOR
NPC-AGUS 4 & 5 HEPC

NATIONAL POWER
CORPORATION

04-Jul-16

29-Jul-16

The course aims to enhance capabilities of the participants to
establish and conduct trianing evaluation effectiveness in the
organization

242

VOLUNTEER DEVELOPMENT AND RARE, INC
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
WORKSHOP-MINDANAO CLUSTER

15-Jun-16

30-Sep-16

Rare Philippines tapped DAP to conduct “Volunteer Program
Development and Management Training Workshop” as part of
the approved 2016 Capacity Building and Organizational
Development Work Plan.
The assignment is develop and deliver a 3-day
training/workshop on volunteer program development and
management in order to equip community leaders and local
government staff with the necessary knowledge, skills, and
tools that promote meaningful, continuous, and systematic
inclusion of key stakeholders in the fishery sector.

243

FEASIBILITY STUDY ON THE
EXPANSION OF THE DAP
CONFERENCE CENTER IN
TAGAYTAY

01-Jan-16

31-Dec-17

The program is the expansion of its training and conference
facilities for the purpose of strengthening DAP to further
expand the coverage of its mandate to capacitate the
bureaucracy through training and education programs.

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

The objective of the assessment is to describe and assess the
current processes of business registration and inspection. Four
(4) processes will be documented and assessed: (1) the
processing of applications for the renewal of permits to
operate businesses; (2) the processing of new applications for
permits to operate businesses; (3) operations of the Business
One-Stop Shops (BOSS); and (4) inspection processes of
business establishments in relation to either the renewal of
permits to operate businesses or the application for new
permits to operate businesses. The results of the assessment will
be used by the partner cities to design reforms that will enable
its compliance with the standards set in JMC No. 1 of 2010 or
surpass it.
The technical assistance aims to develop and enhance
knowledge, attitude and skills (KAS) of the officials and
managers of SPDA in doing assessment and strategic direction
setting for 2016-2020.

